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Abstract

The research focused on the social construction of menstruation as portrayed in
mensPual pmduct advertisements since the beginnjng of the twentieth cenhiry. Using a
sample of North Amencan advertisements dating back to 1914, depictions of
menstruation and menstruating women were analyzed as mediators of socially
consaucted reaiities. This work builds upon previous work into the social construction
of menstruation in menstnd product advertisernents.

Over seven hundred m e n s t d product advertisements from Good Housekeeping
and Chatelaine were systematically sampled beginmng in 1914. The advertisements were
transcribed hto text format to facilitate constant comparative analysis.
Menstrual product advertisements provided a means to document societai
attitudes and beliefs of the time towards menstruating women It was found that early

advertisernents clearly treated menstruation as women's problem that required pragmatic
attention in contrast to contemporary portrayals of menstruation in advertisements
which were found to be more confining and less liberating than might be expected

according to our modem sensibility. Contemporary advertisements portrayed
mensûuation as something which m u t be vimially denied.
A number of themes were identified through the use of constant comparative

analysis. These themes, while virtuaily ever present, varied over time in content and
expression. Three key themes were Memtmal Management Kit, Sanitary Protection:
Ferninine Hygiene. and the "Timeof the Month ". The variation evidenced in the themes

revealed much about the social constructionof rnenstruating women in our society over
time. The concepts identified in the study led to a defuiition of the social process as
'expansion'. As well a core variable of AZwqys Menshuafor was identified
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Chapter 1: Review of Literature
Introduction
Taboos play a cntical role in the fùnction and operation of societies. They serve

as mechanisrns for social control, directing the lives of individuais by dictating
'acceptable' action and behavior within socially approved guidelines whose origins reside

in patriarchal world views. Menstruation, a biological redity, has had numerous taboos
associated with it over the years. These taboos Vary in intensity and degree and range

from tabooed acts, such as intercourse with rnenstnrating women or eaîing food prepared
by them; tabooedpersons, the menstruating women; to tabooed objects, such as the
menstnial blood and the memirual products associated with it Unfominately, variations

of these taboos continue to exist today and are a critical factor in deteminhg the social
construction of menstruation.
Power and Menstruation
Golub (1992) States that, hinorically, the evolution of meastnial taboos can be

traced to a superstitious fear of menstruating women as a threat and danger to the
community. These superstitions and taboos which surrounded menstruation continue to
be perpetuated even in contemporary Western societies; for example, Hyde (1985)

reports tbat couples abstain nom sexual intercourse during womenrsperiods. Accurding
to Frazer (1922), traditional superstitions held that the touch of rnenstniating women
couid tum wine to vinegar, blight crops, kill seedlings, blast g a r d a , bring fruit down

from trees, dim mirroa, blunt razors, rust iron and bras, kill bees and cause miscdages.

From a phenomenological approach, one codd propose that the fear of the unknown was

instrumental in the creation of taboos against menstnuitiag women. Patnarchal definitions
of the world are Often premised on the perception of women as a threat, Weideger ( 1978,

as cited in Laws, 1990) states that the menstrual taboo is in fact a "means of keeping the
fear of mensauating women under control" (p. 67). The fact that they menstnÿite
reiaforces the fact that women possess the power of creation which men lack. One can
speculate that a male dominateci society, biologicdy isolateci Erom these alien, mystical
processes, would create taboos ro ratioaalize its fears (Hyde, 1985).
Menstruation and its associated taboos effectively exhibit the pervasiveness of
male power. Kopinak ( 1983, as cited in Macke, 1985) defines power as the capacity of

an individual or group to control, influence or manipulate other's behavior whether these
others wish to cwperate or not. The issue of power is the c m of ideology and false
consciousness according to Mackie (1985). False consciousness occurs when "the
subordinate group accepts as valid and authoritative the ideology of the dominant group"

(Mackie, 1985, p. 35). In fact, male power is evidenced in institutions that develop
ideologies to rationalize and support the stahû quo of male dominance.

Modem taboos surroundhg menstruation continue to exist as a facet of our
contemporary society. The combination of adverrisement and folk wisdom has
perpetuated the myth that "rne~l~truating
women feel restive, embarrassed and unclean"

(Paige, 1973 as cited in McKeever, 1984, p. 33). Furthemore the consensus is that most

adults prefer that menstruation not be discussed in the office, socially, nor within the
family (Milow, 1983 as cited in McKeever, 1984). Bnimberg (1993) sums it up quite
succinctly in that she feels that even though we "do not isolate, segregate or fonndly

restrict our girls at menarche, we do have a set of socially shared beliefs and practices
about menstruation. .resembling a 'menstnÿu taboo'" (p. 103).
Stereotypes and Euphemisms
Menstruation has become a phenornenon shrouded in euphemisms, used by men

and women alike, to refer to a simple biological process. These euphemisms penneate ou.
language and reflect society's amtudes and biases. Ernster (1975) discwes how, while

women tend to use these ternis as a sort of 'secret' language when in the Company of
males, men's terms tend to contain sexual and derogatory comotatiom. For example,

women's ternis tend to be more cryptic and secretive, ' A m Sylvia îs visiting me', while
men tend to connect menstruation to sex Their ternis are a mechanism for implying
mensaual taboos on intercoune; 'being on the rag'. Moreover, fiom a feminist
perspective, Emter (1975) explains how the "continued use of certain euphemisms
perpetuates the view of the menstniating woman as polluting and dangerous, with implied
justification for social inferiority" (p. 3-4). in fact, this has serious mental health
implications for women, in &a& haw women speak of their periods will in tum reflect
their attitudes toward themselves and in tum their self esteem. Refemng back to
Kopinak's (1983, a s cited in Mackie, 1985) definition of power, these wornen are in tum
accepting male defiaitions of what menstruation is di about and the implied social
consequences. Memtmating women continue to be held back in the workplace md kept

in a discredited state. In Japan where meostnial leave has been implemenîed in many
workplaces what has resulted is that "menstruation is &rounds for seclusion..fkom a
group where the n o m is non-rnenstruators (men)" (Miller, 1995, p. 7). Women refer to

their periods as 'It' s that time' or '1 have the cune'. By using such euphemistic and
derogatory phrases, they exhibit the effects of a socialization process in which women
conform to the belief that having their period is wrong, negative, duty, or a cune. These
words and phrases are examples of patriarchal power in defining menstruation as an
affliction that tenders women helpless or at the very least, sick.
[n Victorian times,

upper class women retired to their beds when they had their

periods, to be cared for as if they had an illness. This correlation between 'sickness' and
menstruation rernains manifest in today's workplace. In the pas&young girls were
automatically excused fiom physical educaîion classes at that tzme of the month. It was an
automatic assumption that they shouldlwould be incapable of participahg in exercise
while having their penods. What of the girls who wanted to join the class, did this not

place insunountable pressure on them to conform and withdraw from class because it
was expected normative behavior? Today's women ofien encounter discrimination, either
when applying for a job or when k i n g considered for a promotion or advancement. This
can be amibuteci to the long standing myth that women are incapacitated at that 'time of

the month' (Hunter College Women's Studies Collective, 1983). Women themselves are

taught to abhor their 'ferninine burden' with a repulsion that retlects the ancient mystical

fean of male superstition. Fdse consciousness is clearly manifested in menstnial
attitudes: women internaking male perspectives when defining their menstrual periods.

Mothers then pass these beliefs on to their daughters and papetuate these myths fiom
generation to generation (de Beauvoir, 1953).

The definition of menstruating women as 'unclean' is rooted in patriarchd
attitudes, aimed at keeping wornen 'in their place'. Histoncally, the issue of menstruation
was seen as rnerely a biological, physiological fact that had to be dealt with: nothiag more,

nothing less. Typically, women were not taught about the fitnction of menstruation, that
is, why they menstniated; just that it had to be dealt with. Strong-Boag (1988), in her

book, The New Day Recalled: Lives of Girls and Women in Enqhsh Canada: 1919-1939
quotes a young girl (a doctor's daughter) who was told by her mother: "that once a month

there would be 'bleeding' ....I don? think she mentioned what purpose it served, but just
that it was the lot of dl women and we had to accept it" (p. 15).
This orientation has important implications for self esteem and raises several
mental health issues. What message does this convey to women, parhcularly young

women,who are not taught about what is happening to their own bodies? If women are
taught they are dirty and unpure at those times, this in hun affects how they view
thernselves. Keeping women defined, misinfonned, and ignorant of what is happening to
their own bodies once a month serves to perpetuate the myth of women being second
class citizens, of king helpless and 'ill' at the t h e of their menses. Simone de Beauvoir
(1953) expressed the role of definition well, "... living in a world where men compel her
to assume the status of the Other" (p. mcviii). This serves to reinforce male power. In
The Kitchen God's Wife, a young girl was told by her aunt that

The bleeduig is a sign When a girl starts having unclean thoughts,
her body mut purge itself. That is why so much blood is coming out
Later, if a girl marries into the proper family chosen for her, if she

becornes a good wife and loves her husband, this wili stop'.. just as she

predicted, once 1became a good wife, the bleeding stopped (Tan,1991, p. 227-8).
In ths case, the young girl was pregnant, however she had no idea, and simply
assumed she had becorne a good wife to her husband We must ask did the aunt realty

believe this story? Was that what she was told by her mother? If this is tme then we
must recognize this is another example of false consciousness.

Menstruation and Mental Health

-

ui the later 19th century and early 20th century, menstniation was viewed
primarily as that which "rendered (women) incapacitated by menmual difficulties"
(Cayleff, 1992, p. 229). It seems that the taboos associated with menstruation, the
beliefs and superstitions for that time-continue to affect women's definitions of

themselves as well as society's perception of menstmating women (Cayleff, 1992). Berg
(1996) elaborates the point that because menstruation has k e n patriarchally defined,

women are caught in a double bind situation; discredited if they menstnÿite or not and
'dammed if they do'. He reiterated that these definitions do not emanate fiom the women
themselves, rather they are %dely accepted as the way things are by women" (Berg,
1996, p. 7) in yet another instance of false consciousness. He M e r emphasizes the

point by claiming that women who accept the nom as k i n g a non-menstniator, have

indeed "'succumbed to this fallacious definition by continuhg their denial of their own
menstruation7'(Berg, 1996, p. 10). ïndeed as Nicolson (1995) States it seems that
""women'sbeliefs have been penetrated by powerful patriarchai images of the female
body and mind" (p. 779). As a resuit men and wornen alike, disregarding evidence to the

conîrary, have corne to believe in the negative eEect of the rnenstrud cycle on the
biological and psychological hctiouing of wornen
The question for modem &y women is how to deal with the reaiities of their
menstruation. By admitting they are meostniating and saying they are different from

men, what messages are they conveying? Men are seen as the norm, women as the
'Othef ,but do they want special treatxnent, do t

. want to appear as different? 1s it

more beneficial to deny the effects, ignore the symptoms of menstniation and cany on;
in other words, mask the fact that they are menstmating? (Golub, 1992). Mackie's
(1985) notion of false consciousness supports the notion that women begin to think of
themselves as unclean and taboo and beiieve they must hide the fact they are menstruating

for fear of discreditation This is a serious issue in t e m of women's mental health.
Golub (1992) advocates banishing the idea of women as other, males as normative. When
women are no longer defhed as other, she believes periods will be correctly understood as
a normal part of womanhood, and women will abandon the self-imposed anxieties and
limitation presently incurred whle attendmg to ou.menstnuil needs.
Delaney, Lupton & Toth (1988) discuss the image of menstruating wornen in
'popular imagination'. Their discussion strengthens ou.position on the covertness of

menstruation They state that instead of celebrating one of lifets'coming of age' events, it
is repressed in the same way "we are advised to deodorize, sanitize and remove the
evidence" (Delaney et al., 1988, p. 107). By denying public acceptance of this threshold
into womanhood, is îhis yet not another reflection of paûiarchal power and false
consciousness? Goiub (1992) discusses how advertisers play into women's anxieties as

well as creathg new ones. The message mveyed to women, is "Beware of the Blood"
(Golub, 1992, p. xi). These modem &y taboos create anxiety and distress for today's
women. The question Golub (1992) raises is pertinent to ow discussion; are these taboos

arising from the attitude that m e m g women are unclean and worse yet, do women
interpret their sense of self in the same way? She claims that in the pst, menstruation, a
major difference between the sexes, was used by men in maintaining control over women;
justiQing male superiority. As previously mentioned, the very fact that wornen were
rnenstniating was USBd to keep them 'in their place'. Today, king discovered stifl has the
potential of maintainhg the definition of women as 'Other', the iderior other.
MensfruaI Product Advertisements and the Social Construction of Menstruation
M

e

d product advertisements provide means through which one can

document historical shifk in changing societal amhides toward menstruation and
menstniating women. As mentioned previously, in the Fast it was assurned that the
attitude towards menstruation was simply 'deal with it', now it has evolved into one of

'hide it' or perhaps more accurately 'pretend you dont have it'. My study focuses on the
examination and documentation of when and how this and other defining shifts occuned
historicdly and their impact on women in North American society.
According to Delaney et al. ( 1988), the first menstnial advertisement was printed
in Good Housekee~inqin 1930 (note that, the first advertisement found in this research
was in 19 14). At this time, the Ianguage of the advertisements reflected a secretive air,

one that implied a hidden and protective nature towards meIlStrtlZiting women.
Historically, although everyone knew about women's periods, menstruation was rarely

discwed Women withdrew nom the community,r

n

d products were wrapped in

concealing blue paper, however, everyone knew what was gohg on..women had their

periods.
This is similar to what we find today, the difference b e i .previously it simply

was not talked about, now women run the risk of discreditation, some might Say

emasculation, if their meastnial status becomes apparent or they act in such a way as to

make discovery possible. The use of the terni 'discovery' itself infers the implication of
'getting caught'. This, according to advertisers, wouid lead to women king embanassed

as well as having the potential for discreditation Since Society now demands ignorance as

to the act of menstruation, women must now endure elaborate ntuals to ensure the fact
that menstruation remains hidden. Menstnial products which have "the potential for
king tigma symbols are kept under various forms of wver in public contexts" (Patterson
& Hale, 1985, p. 27). According to these authors, the biological fact of menstruation is

now about the process of integrating rnenstnial care practices into activities of daily
living...making sure.
Delaney et al. (1988) raises the issue of how the image of menstruating women in
acivertising shifîed, in response to changing national needs and ideologies especially during

World War II. The war created a new non-traditionalreliance of women in the workforce,
and the language of advertisements changed in accordance with the new status of women
in society. The subjugation references of women as 'girls' were abandoned in favor of the

image of 'responsible wornen working for the good of the country'. Mer the war ended,
the advertisements shifted their focus to reestablish the traditional portraya1 of women in

the home. Women were once again remindeci of their primary duties as wives and

mothers. The language became almost patronizing, "whenwomen are l e s needed in the
work force, their IQ automatically decreases..." (Delaney et al., 1988, p. 131).
Throughout the 1940's the message seemed to be, deal with periods eficiently and
quickly, in order to help with the war effort. The 'attending to' mentality emerged at this
t h e . By the 1960-19703, the focus again changed dramatically, women did not talk
about their periods. It was, as it is today, discussed using euphemisms. Much of the

language reflects the 'making m e t mentality using words like secure, confident and free.
M d i n g sure refers to the process that "enables menstmating women to continue their
daily activities knowing that the curent rnenstnial care practice is effective" (Patterson &
Hale, 1985, p. 24). The idea of making sure, as mentioned previously, was to prevent
revelation of the menstruating state (Patterson and Hale, 1985). There are various
components of the m a b g sure process which focus concem on knowing the day of flow,
ensuring one has back up mechanisrns, allowing for accidents that rnight occur, as well as
the different behaviors surrounding public and private contexts. This notion of making

sure has serious implications in the fact that not ody do women participate in this

makmg sure process, but have becorne programmed to rely on this process in order to
compete in today's society.
Contemporary women are caught in a double bind situation While king
encouraged to participate in society, in the workforce, in the public eye, they are also
counseled to be discrete and not reveal their state of menstruation Menstruation has

inherited a discrediting potential. The need to conceal, to make sure, implies that

menstruation is dircy and taboo. Fear of me-

discovery is a consistent image found

in the advertisements, according to Berg and Coutts (1993). The women in the
advertjsementsappear ashamed, as menstruation is viewed as king discrediting and
therefore, casts doubts on women's competence.
Tainted femininity, seen as the physical reality of menstruation, is a fa11 from

grace (Berg and Coutts, 1993). Because rnen~t~ating
women are seen as unclean and

poilirting, the goal, achieved through menstnial products, is to be clean, dry, and always
fkesh This contradicts the very idea that when wornen are rnenstniating, it means they
are women in the biological sense of the word: king able to bear children. How then,
does having one's p e r d affect the notion of femininity, does it not, in fa* reinforce the
idea? Although women are no longer confined to their homes due to menstruai taboos,
they face taboos of another kind: an environment where menstruation is seen not only as

unclean, but needs to be hidden as well. In society where everythmg is seen as sterile and
professional, the myth of the memtruating women as dirty, polluting and somehow
unable to function rem-

in place.

Berg and Coutts (1993) have doue extensive research into the issue of
menstruating women as portrayed in advertking. Their concem, as is mine, is with the
meanings that are subsequently conveyed to women in these advertisements. What are

the consequences for women's self image? By denying the fact that women menstruate, is
this not a denial of self as human, as 'animal' ? Coutîs and Berg (1993) state that in
Western culture in particular, people are brought up to believe that the human body and
its naturai functions (e.g. menstruation) are indecent and in turn attempt to deny such

physiological events. While society/adver&kers would cormsel otherwise, it is obviously
difficult for women to ignore menstruation as they m o t ignore the "recurrent
uncontroUable escape of blood fkom a body openkg" (Fisher, 1973, p. 47 as cited in
Coutts and Berg, 1993, p. 180).

According to Berg and Coutîs (1993), the media created ideais that women are

expected to anain OAen these are mattainable goals, and leave women feeling fhstrated
and inadquate, that they are not equal to the wornen in the advertisements who are

always happy, carefkee and fkesh. The language of advertisements contains words such as
clean, fresh and cornfortable, implying the converse: mensimation is dirty, uncornfortable,

and smelly (Berg & Coutts, 1993). While there is no denying the fact that menstruation
c m be quite messy at times, there is no reason to imply that it is something unnatural,
that must be banished from the body, as well as one's mind. Yet according to the
advertisers, one is supposed to forget that one has periods and should be able to feel clean
and carefiee.

Menstnial product advertisements advise women how they should feel about their
periods and how they should act in response to their periods. What seems to be odd is,

although one would assume that one's p e n d would be seen as a validation of
womanhood, this is not so. In fact, women are forced to downplay their role as women.,
in order to continue their involvement in society. The media constmcts meanings and

images which in tum affect the status of wornen in society "The only 'acceptable' action a
woman can take is unconditional and immediate surrender to society'sexpectations"
(Delaney et al., 1988, p. 79).

Purpose ~f Pment Stu&
This study undertook an inqujr into the social consb~ctionof menstruation as
historically porûayed in North Amencan m e d product advertisements. Through
advertisements, 1 examined what messages were conveyed to women of each era as well
as demonstrate the societal attitudes of the tirne. My interest d s o lay in understanding
how these messages (which may at times be conflicting) becarne a mental health issue for
women, with respect to what these messages said to women in terms of their aîtitudes
and behavion about menstruation "The danger of such menstnial beliefs is that they bias

a woman's knowledge ofher own body, and give a negative impression to adolescent girls
developing their identities as women and sexual beings" (Miller, 1995, p. 2).
The socially constnicted meanuigs of menstruation in Western society have been
quite variable. The shifting dennitions are linked to the fluid character of social

construction. The goal ofthis research was to document and elucidate various rneanings

of menstruation embodied in advertisements of meostnial products over the pst century.
Historically, menstruation was viewed as a biological event, over which women

had no control. It was a fact of life to be dealt with and attended to. An important
research focus was built upon the suspicion that the event of one's menstnial period was
not aiways defined as somethuig to be absolutely hidden, in the sense that it is virtuaily
denied As suggested in the preceding introductory material, it was 'understood' (in the

sense of king part of the socidly constnicted knowledge) in the p s t , that during certain
times of the month, women could understandably withdraw f?om activities. In the sense
that women were permitted to withdraw, the event was a public one. AIthough menstrual

products were hidden and concealed, the event iîself was certainly known by the fact that
women were permitted to '&op out of active society. The advent of menstnial products
developed for commercial distribution, likely contnbuted to developing the notion of

hicidemess. The products, as well as the event were hidden and kept private. The
packaging was discrete: blue papa with a cross on if women hid them in their punes
when out or in their dressen at home. The 'way of women' was known and accepteci

because women were historically treated as 'Othef, denor, the potential of their periods
discrediting them as equais ('like male'), simply did not exist
Over time a shift in attitude took place. The entire process of menstruation
became an event to be hidden It was considered dirty and polluting and women were

ashamed to be having their periods and did not want anyone to know about it. One can
surmise that this shift reflects societal attitudes of the time. A physiological event that
used to be considered a sign of womanhood, had become one of ''tainted ferninini@" (Berg

and Coutts, 1993, p. 182). The concept was shrouded in an aura of fear. Women couid
not withdraw as this would run the risk of discovery and subsequent discreditation If

their CO-workers(male) found out they were rnell~t~ating,
they would run the risk of
what they said being dismissed to 'its that time of the month'

slufs, or wone yet

linked

to pre-menstrual syndrome (PMS)jokes and the like. The event must be hidden, and it
was not socially acceptable to withdraw for those days.

Today's women m u t carry on

without cornplaint of cramps or bloating, they m u t go about their work as usual.

Aithough the products are not hidden and publicly seen in stores,displays and in the
media, women now have to engage in d i n g sure processes. Berg and Coutts (1993)

recently found in their analysis of memtrual product advertisements that the 'fear of
discovery' is quite problematic. This is related to the fact that having one's period, and
king discovered, is now seen as a discrediting event. The current messages are that

periods, must be hidden at al1 costs, even to the point that the advertken suggest that
using the right paraphemalia will make it 'go way' for the women themselves.

Contemporary women are now subjected to the extra pressure of not king classified as
'ûther ',rather as 'non-menstruators'.

The goai of this research was to document historical shifts in the definition of
'being' menstruating women. The paradigm being assessed was thaî menstniation is more
pemnally probtematic for women today that it was in the past AIso to be investigated
was the research suspicion that the fundamental shift in social construction surrounding

menstruation has to do with what I called the privatdpublic continuum. Historically,
menstrual products were subjected to great privacy, while the fact that women had their
periods was essentidly 'known' through their perrnitted behavior. Today, rnenstnial
products are very public (being photographed in abvertisements and seen on television),
but the fact of king rnenstniating women is subject to extreme privacy, even to the point
that women ought not to be seen in public in possession of rnenstrual products, lest they

be exposeci. Mere possession bas the potential to reveal their secrets and thereby
discredit them.
The hope is that by documenthg the historical m i a i construction of
menstruation, an environment may develop that ai& in fostering funw feminist social
change. If we try to recomtruct and reclaim meanings and definitions of menstruation,

this may eliminate the perpetuation ofnegative s i e t a l attitudes and myths that sewe
only to reinforce the modem mensmral taboo.

Chapter 2: Methods
Introduction

This study is an inquiry into the social construction of menstruation as
historically portrayed in meosaual product advertïsements. Advertisements were

examîned as to what messages were conveyed to women of each era as well as their
portraya1 of the societal attitudes of the t h e . Using historical advertisements for

menstBial produ-

in two popular North Amencan magazines, targeted at women, one

kom the USA; Good Housekeeping and one fiom Canada; Chatelaine, a constant
comparative method of analysis was invoked. Many of the advertisements in the last
two decades came in fact, fiom a variety of other women's magazines. The goal was to

dent@ the conceprual shifts in defhtions of what it means to be menstniating women

as well as the shifting defhtions with respect to the social construction of meLlStruation
As Patterson and Hale (1985) state "because menstruation is an dl-encompassing social,
emotional, and biological event, it needs to be investigated as it is grounded in the

everyday lives of healthy women-" (p. 20).

Data Collection
The advertisements which make up the data set were systematically gathered
Beginning at 19 14, where the first advertisement for a menstruai product was found, the

advertisements were sampled every 3 years, every 3 months. Beguining with the next
month every three years, for example; January, April, Jdy, October. the next cycle began

at February, then May, August and November and so on. A data set was assembleci of

photocopies of the a

d advertisements, these were then transcribed using a system

which indicated for each advertisement the type of producc e-g. pad, tampon, medicine,
or Liner, the decade it was f?om, followed by the number of the acnial advertisement e.g.
p2020., 19022. The advertisements were also labeled with page number and name of each

magazine. A set of 4 categories was then developed which were labeied pads, tampons,
medicine, and Liners. For the purpose of this particular study, the categories of pads and

tampons were primarily analyzed, as well, the category of liners was used for support
data as concepts emerged
Data Analysis
The first step in coding was to read through al1 the 700 advertisements to get a
general feeling of "what is going on here?" (Glaser, 1978, p. 94). Advertisements nom

each decade were read individualiy with notes made as to the hunches and trends present
for each decade. Global shifts were looked for in the data, in an attempt to set up a
guidùig 'hypothesis' using overarchuig themes. Several questions were developed to be

asked of the actual data, with the intent being to go back hto the advertisements to find
the evidence necessary to support the initial hunches.
What is Going On Here?

The method of conNint comprative analysis, developed by Glaser and Strauss
(1967), was deemed appropriate for the research plan of this study. Constant

comparative analysis requires the researcher to continually reexamine her data for new

ideas and hunches that might arise. According to Hutchinson (1986), this can be regarded

as the bdamental method of data analysis, the a h king to generate theoretical
constnicts-

.

Initially, 1 began by reading through the advertisements to get an o v e ~ e w In
.
consultation with colleagues working on the larger research project on the portraya1 of
menstniating women in advertking, I developed a series of key questions to help guide

the analysis: Who are the women in the advertisements; are they, for example

homemakers or professids? What are their rnemtmal issues? What are the answers to
their problems (e.g. solved by the product) as such, what are their needs related to this,
that is, what does the product teil them they need? Finally, who are the menstniating
women of this decade, adapting Berg & Coutts (1994) ideal types of FEM and
WOMAN. The premise here was that by coduig conceptuaily and developing a

shorthand system, certain themes as well as shiftuig images in the data would begin to
surface.

A fier conducting this preliminary analysis, certain ideas emerged as to specific

trends and themes in the data. The data were examined throughout the years to
investigate the language of the advertisements. How the definition of menstruation has

changed over the years was also examined.
To begin the constant comparative analysis process, the researcher simultaneously

collects, codes and anaiyzes the data. This process begins with the onset of the fint data
collection. It is intended to be continuous so as to allow for a change in focus or the
ability to punue tangentid themes that may arise from the data nnalysis. Although the

coding process is far from linear, it will presenîed in that format in order mate a more

detailed and straightfocward understanding of the process that occurs, and the three
'levels' of coding thaî the data set must pasç through.

The f
im step is to examine the data and code using achial words £tom the text.

Charmaz (1983) refen to this step as the categorinng and sorting of the data. The
objective nature of this step limits the influences of the researcher' s preconceived ideas
when doing this preliminary coding. This initial step provides the preliminary ideas,
definitions and discoveries that can be retrieved fiom the &ta.

The next step is the interpretation and coiiapsing of codes into categories. Some
codes may be discarded at this point if they no longer relate to the categories. This stage

of labeling, sorting, compiling and organization (Chmaz, 1983) is h o w n as the selective
conceptual phase of the research whereby a set of categories is developed at an andfical
IeveL

The third level of coding enables the progression nom general categories to
'theoretical constnicts' or conceptual categories, based on their analytic development. At
this point the theory can be generated and the "weaving (of) the fiactured data back
t

together again" occurs (Glaser, 1978, p. 116). Charmaz (1983) states that "codes serve to
summarize, synthesize and sort many observations made of the data" @. 112).
Reliminary Coding

Using this rnethod of constant comparative anaiysis, certain themes were then
identified and used to guide subsequent coding.
1. references toldefinitions of menstruation; e.g. hygienic distress

2. product problems; e.g. nuisance, hassle
3. technical innovations; e.g wings, staydri cover
4. definition of women as rnenstniators;
e.g. one who withdraws or convenely,cames on
5. fears; created or real; e.g. outlines, accidents

6. names of products; e.g. Modes, Always
7. historical nrst occurrences; of accidents, of odor, of others knowing.

I went through the data and coded for the above mentioned terms and eventuaily
collapsed these into three catalogues; 1. definition of menstruation, 2. the fears associated

with menstruation, 3. names of products.
Then, fiom these three catalogues, certain concepnial trends/shifts were identified
and discwed Lneach catalogue, the following 'trends' were coded for; 1. deniai; of k i n g
ferninine...of k i n g menstruator. 2. dirtiness; hygiene. 3. during; response to period e.g.

withdrawal or participation 4a real issues vs. created fears. b. her problem at the time.
5. maintauillig poise...king women.

Conceptual Categories

In needing to manage the identified trends more efficiently, they were collapsed
into two concepts under the heading of Being Woman: Being Menstrnator. The way
to arrive at these concepts was to wntinually compare and wntrast the existing trends in

an analytic fashion. By doing this the wre variable, that which links data together, will
emerge. The bvo origiaal conceptml categories were as fouows;

I] woman's respomes to her period;
a} denial o f king a mensûuator, b} king dirty, c}behavior duriug her period,

Kj her conceras about periods;
a) reai issues, b ) created fears.

Throughout the coding procedure, the researcher must memo her hdings and
these notations will in tum becorne part of the data to be coded Memos help defke ideas

or hunches that are reveaied to the researcher while coding. Recorded 'quckly and
spontaneously', they are the 'written elaboration's of ideas' (Charmaz, 1983) which help

to connect the analysis to the ideas. The focus here is on the concephialization process.
One is required to learn to think both inductively and deductively so tbat the 'social

process' will emerge (Hutchinson, 1986 also Channaz, 1983). Memos help the researcher

to locaiize/isolate M e r ideas for research, helping to derive early assessments as well as
helping to "foster a theoretical rendering of the data" (Charmaz, 1983, p. 121). Memos
helped in this research process to oarrow down the codes and concepts in order to

unearth the shi% and trends identified in the data. 1 constantly memoed my thoughts and
hunches as 1 went through the data coduig. These memos proved to be invaluable when
it came to the sorthg and resorting of the codes into concepts and the evenhial

identificationof the social process and core variable.
Eventually the concepts were W i z e d as;
11 menstnial management kit

21 concenis surrounding the time

31 cleanliness/hygiene
41 king women; king menstruaton.

However in consultation with colleagues once again they were eventually
reworked by wllapsing categones and codes in the method of constant comparative
analysis, into the concepts of
11 menstnial management kit;

a} simple/complex
b )hiddenness
c)names of products
d) privatelpublic continuum,
21 sanitary protectiodfeminine hygiene;
a) dirciness of menstruation
31 the time of the month

a} during menses

b] activity level
c ) credit/discredit.
After coduig and when concepts have been developed, informai sorting can be

conducted to refine data. The eventual purpose is to decide upon a core variable and

social process. These were used to document the shifting definitions surrounding the
social consîruction of menstruation.

Chapter 3: Results
Introduction

This chapter will present the findings that were gathered in this study. For ease
of understanding, the analysis of the &ta is included in Chapter Four foilowing the
description of the findings. By separating the description of the data fkom the analysis, it
is hoped the reader is presented with the descriptive evidence before the 'what does it

mean?' question is addressed The goal in this chapter is to offer what was gathered and
to present to the reader the discoveries from the historical data. While the use of decades

in the presentation is admittedly contrived, it has k e n invoked to facilitate easier delivery
of themes and shifts identified in the data.
This chapter will discuss how women are portrayed in menstnial product
advertisements. The data has k e n subdivided into three sections for clarity of
understanding. The objective in presenting the data in this manner is to facilitate

comprehension and interpretation of the findings. The first section describes the message
advertisers have used regardhg the expected behavior of women: What is woman? The
second section, Management, describes how women should respond to and manage their
periods according to these advertisements. FUially, the Names of mensûual products

over the century are considered
What 1s Woman?
This fint section d l address the issue of how women have been portrayed in

m e d product advertisements since the eariy 1920's. What kind of women are seen

in the advertisements? How are they portrayed? What do the advertisements teii them

they should be and how shouid they act? As advertisements are created through the
years this message changes. The women of the 1920's are much different in demeanor
than women in the later years of this anaiysis. As might be expected many of the changes
evidenced in the advertisements reflect changes in the status of women over the same time

Twenties
According to the advertisements of the 1920's ,women were depicted as delicate,
dainty, fiail and demure. These were 'women', they were expected to, and did, act in a

certain way. Women at this time were characterized by their weakness; they were known
to blush and faint quite easily. They were considered 'young ladies' and as such, having
penods affimed their weakness. As Brownmiller (1984) states, "in the obsessive

Victorian preoccupation with the 'ferninine sphere' partial invalidism and bodily fhilty
were assumeci to be the fernale's natural state" @. 191). The medical profession
supported this perspective, advocating for women staying at home and conserving their
energies. (Cayleff, 1992). Hall discussed the dangers of too much education for young

menarcheal girls. He suggested that these girls be "put into special classes by themselves
suice intimacy with boys destroyed their bloom and delicacy.... free to take offa
catamenial week every mon^ ..could recoup and readjust their bodies to the increased

demands of womanhood" (HaIl, 1904 as cited in Bdough, 1980, p. 69). In the late

1800'~~
women took to their beds when they were menstruating, they were 'sick',
"menstruation was viewed as a chronic sickness that wuld be best treated by inactivity
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and bed rest" (Brownmiller, 1984, p. 191). They accepted the definitions that considered
them incapacitated by their periods and withdrew from society. This was the prevaiiing

attitude at this time. By the arriva1 of the 20th century, the advertisements suggested that

women, while rernaining ladylike, wanted to be able to do more during their menses, to be
more 'active'. Activity at this time rneant that women wanted to be able to go out;
dancing, dining or motoring

[Good Housekeeping Feb. 1926, p. 1461.

social demaods are met in confidence

[Good Housekeeping May 1926, p. 1911.

long summer days by the seashore, lake or river

[Chatelaine Aug. 1929, p. 431.

The advertisements of the 1920's stated that women did not want to 'miss out' on
certain events and activities by having to withdraw during their periods. Bullough (1980)

stated that ''the major problems that women ...had with menstruation was deaiing with
the discharge" (p. 67). The predominant concem of women at this time was, simply, how

to deal with the flow. The goal of the advertisers was to convert women fiom traditionai
homemade methods to a new method of sanitary protection; the disposable paci. From a
marketing stand point, it was something quite revolutionary. Up untii this point the
methods women had k e n using were quite cumbersome and trying. Women had been

making absorbent 'homemade' pads ,using cotton, chambray or even garae and
cheesecloth (Brumberg, 1993).

The advertisements gave the impression that by using the new, disposable, store
bought pads, women would be elevated to the status of upper society. The message

presented by the advertisements claimed the conventionai method of responduig and

rnanaging one's menstruation; making, soaking, washing, and reusing the pads was not

something women in the better classes should do. The impression given was that it was
neither ladylike nor elegant to have to handie one's menses in that way. The pads were
also approved and used by the medical profession, a criteria that appeared important to
the women of the advertisements. Marketing of the new pads was difficult due to the

simple fact that the word menstruation and its associated meanings were still quite taboo
at this time (Bullough, 1980). Another factor that must be accounted for was the cost of

the pads. Previously women had fashioned pads out of cloths and rags and as such the
cost was negligible.

The new disposable pads were advertised as the modem, more efficient and easier

means of managing one's menstruation, but advertisements continued to use euphemisms
rather than the actual word 'menstruation'. This was the "new hygienic sensibility"
(Bnunberg, 1993, p. 114). The new pad's claim to fame, according to the advertisements,
was that it allowed women more t h e to have iün and 'be active',

days are too precious, too Ml, to be Iost or intefiered with by even

natural complications

[Good Housekeeping May 1926,p. 1911.

dance, dine motor for hours...unhandicapped without doubt or fear

[Good Housekeeping Feb. 1926, p. 1461.

The advertisementsalso suggested that women could Wear their "exquisite
things... sheerest b k s and gowns without a second's thought" (Good Housekeeping
Aug. 1926, p. 146) if they used the new disposable pads. This fucus on grooming and

elegance continuai well into the 1930's. Women were stii portrayeci as king poised and
demure, in that decade.

this is the recently expressed opinion of one fastidious woman ' 1use Kotex for
the same reason that 1 Wear silk lingerie. 1want to be weii dressed to the minutest

detail'

[Good Housekeeping Sept. 1929, p. 1401.

the first scientific napkin, it is coIlStantiy king perfected in detaik which make
for added cornfort, finer grooming, better health!

[Chatelaine May 1929, p.

691.

Thirhes
The advertisements of the 1930's continued to portray women as the weak, fiail,

elegant and demure creatures of the 1920's. Women's concems, according to the
advertisements focused on being poised and ladylike, especially when dealing with their
periods. The advertisements implied that rnost women found it difficult to face

menstruation and its management.
one of they most trying situations in al1 the years of young womanhood

[ G dHousekeeping Apr. 1932, p. 1841.
Now there is a simple way to carefree poise on the days its hardest to attain.
Kotex has removed al1 annoyance nom woman's most perplexing problem

[ G dHousekeeping Aug. 1935, p. 1571.
The women of the 1930's were concemed with king able to purchase a pad that

did not show or fail them. Finer grooming became associated with not k i n g rnemtrual

corners of each pad have been rounded and tapered so as to ieave no evidence of
sanitary protection

[Chatelaine May 1929, p. 691.

ends al1 fm of revealing outlines no matter how close-fitting your gown

[ G dHousekeeping July 1932, p. 1 131.
not the slightest bulk even under the filmiest summer silk

[Good Housekeeping July 1932, p. 1131.

absolute invisibility always. No 'give away' Lines or wrinkles or 'bunches'
[Good Housekeeping May 1935, p. 1881.

the kind of frock she wouldn't have dared to Wear yesterday, so sheer, so light in

color...and not a single tell tale line shows

[Chatelaine Nov. 1934,p. 351.

According to the advertisements, women were stiU concemed with king able to

do more and be more active than the women in the 1920's. Women of the 1930's were
portrayed as k i n g more involved with outdoor activities and some advertisements even

mentioned women at work.
during busy hours at work, during crowded hours of play

[Chatelaine Jan. 1931, p. 271.
She has no tirne for the discodort and worries associated with her menstrual

protection and wants to feel secure while pursuing other activities
what a peace of mind that moisture proof backing brings-especiaily when you're
traveling

[Chatelaine Mar. 1937, p. 341.

healthy fieedom is secured by al1 women who overwme the limitations put
upon tbeir activities by adopting the modem rnethod of personal hygiene
[Chatelaine Aug. 1934, p. 301.
gives women fkeedom never before dreamed of.. .ice skating is vigorous

[Chatelaine Nov. 1934, p. 351.

Forties

Women in the 1930's were assumed to be mostly involved in those activities that
were ladylike and demure such as dancing or dining. It will be seen in the later yean how

this dennition of activity changed by the 19907s. In response to the advent of W. W-II,
the language and assumptions of mensaual product advertisements in the 1940's changed

drarnatically. The advertisements now told wornen they were expected to be active,
mong, and hvolved in helping the war effort. Women were now placed in jobs vacated
by men in service. The advertisements urged women to do theu duty for their country
and for their men and were now portrayed as king stronger and more active than they

had been in the past ''The ads gloriQ bravery and cornpetence, the qualities needed by
women on the home front" (Delaney et al., 1988, p. 131).
girls in the great, humrning industrial plants of the land

[Good Housekeeping Sept. 1947, p. 791.
the 'slacks brigade' deals in facts no fancies

[Good Housekeeping Sept. 1947, p. 791.

That's why I'm working in an aircraft factory. that's why doing my job well is the
most important thing in my life these days. And naturally 'time-off is something
1 try to do without On those days when 1feel more iike weeping than working

I've learned to depend on Modess to help me keep going.. .helps me stay on the
job-doing my part to 'keep'em flying'

[Chatelaine May 1943, p. 681.

who would have thought you'd be a deserter fiom a dustmop when Mom's

counting on you? When your c o ~ t r ycounting
'~
on you?
[Chatelaine May 1943, p. 431.
So now you know how to join the Keep Going Corps [Chatelaine May 1943, p.

431.

The language of the advertisements conveyed a message of participation It was now
inappropriate for women to simply withdraw from society because of their p e n d .
Politics and economics demanded their participation in the war effort and counted on
them to do their duty. What developed was a new class of women, no longer tied to

domestic life, but now helping with the war while d l going out and having fun &er
work The idea of helping their country and their perseverance no matter what was
reinforced throughout the advertisements. The advertisements stated that not only
should women be able to help with the war they should be able to go out on a date after
work.

popular girls know how to keep going and keep smiling regardless
of what day of the month it is....h o w how to take 'difficult days'
in their smde

[Good Housekeeping Apr. 1941, p. 711.

they found time in their hurrying war-busy Iives to write why they're

glad they switched to Modess

[Good Howkeeping Feb. 1944, p. 1011.

are you 'on your toes'- like 8 out of 10? If you've k e n wishing you
could breeze through these busier rush-rush days. no matter what time of the
month, listen to this...

[Good Housekeeping May 1944, p. 731.

"and now you're telling yourself that girls are different and that one little
layoff &y won't matter. When you know that if it weren't for stay-at-homes
scores more ships, tanks,bombes would reach our boys

[Chatelaine Aug. 1943, p. 311.
Because if they can whisk through dusting and dishes...then dash out for a Iate
'skate date' so can you! Keep your promises and your dates!
[Chatelaine May 1943, p. 431.

The women of the 1940's portrayed in the menstnial product advertisements
were far more active than those of previous decades. Not o d y did theu level of activity
increase, they were also Merent in nature tu those of the demure, restraïned women of
the 1920's and 1930's. The definition of activity had changed, becoming more 'physical'
in nature, perhaps due to the effects the war had and the requirements that women work

outside of the home.

What a glorious weekend 1 had! 1 danced, 1 played tennis, 1 went sailing- so
comfortable and carefiee- 1 practically forgot the t h e of the month
[Chatelaine Oct 1940, p. 301.

She sprinkled a little water on it and not a &op passed through Well.. . Thanks to
her tip, X went out before that crowd as ~el~possessed
as you please and sang and

danced my best

[Chatelaine Apr. 1940, p. 36).

Fifkies
-

During the 1950's the messages promoted by the advertisers of menstnial Gare
products changed again Many advertisements now advocated that women leave theK
factory jobs to the men recuming fiom the war and once again adopt a more sedentary,
domestic way of life (Delaney et al., 1988). The advertisements porû-ayed women as
being busy with their homes, socializing with their friends and attending parties. A new
focus in the 19503, introduced by Kotex, was to be 'in the know', that is, to know about
the mial etiquette as weii as using the propex sanitary protection.
Are you in the h o w ? How to decide about a s p ~ suit.
g ..budget wise

bunnies shun suits too large or small. Be perfectly suited too as to sanitary

protection needs

[Good Housekeeping Apr. 1950, p. 1281.

Are you in the know? Which neckline's best for your figure...and for solving
'certain' problems why not let Kotex be your choice?
[ G d Housekeeping July 1950, p. 301.

Are you in the know? If you were stepping into this taxi should you sit-....And
when you step out to dance or wherever cancel caiendar 'woes' for Kotex is made

to gay soft while you Wear it.

[Good Housekeeping Apr. 1950, p. 1281.

Are you in the know? Should you talk to a house-pa.rty guest you haven't met?
You cim talk back to your calendar too (when it taunts you with 'outline' quahs)
For Kotex has flat pressed ends that prevent revealing outlines

[GoodHousekeeping July 1950, p. 301
The messages given by the advertisements was that women need not to let their periods
hamper their fun and dl that they wanted to do. According to the advertisements,
however, women dso wanted to keep their menstruation hidden so that they couid be
confident.. .carefiee...ready for &er theater fun

[Good Housekeeping Oct 1959, p. 591
shop, work, play as you please

[Good Housekeeping Apr. 1959, p. 1371.

you're fke, easy, happily active

[Good Housekeeping June 1959, p. 1091.

dance the hours away...you can waik freely.. you can rise fiorn a chair

without self consciousness concem

[Good Housekeeping Feb. 1959, p. 1011.

move freely throughout the day...take the kids to school.. .go
anywhere.. .without self coosciousness concern

[Good Housekeeping Apr. 1959, p. 1371.

By the 1960's women's activities were still much the same as their sisters in the

19507s,yet the advertisernents now emphasized the need for awareness of various
product associated issues such as a pad failing and having an accident as a result
Protection was the mong overriding theme in the 1960's. Who and what were being
protected was not directly specified in the advertisements. The advertisements did not
suggest that women be poised and demure as in the 1920's and 19303, but mther that

they should be actively having fun, and should be h s h and carefiee. They hplied that
women could achieve this by using the proper menstnial protection. The advertisements
suggested that women wanted to be fksh and dean al1 the time and a focus on k i n g

ferninine and dressing ferninine was evident. Accordmg to these advertisements women

wanted to be
so cool, so clean, so fkesh .,.white dress k s h and sea cool! You feel
immaculate

[Chatelaine Aug. 1961, p. 651.

if you seem îresher, more poised, more relaxed its because you are
[Chatelaine Apr. 1967, p. 981.
The most ferninine way to be fiee. stay in the swim, every day. Do everything
you want to do

~ d e r n o i s e l l eMay
.
19671.

The advertisements of the 1960's encouraged women to be alluriag and sexy and focused

on their concems regarding their attractiveness to men.
Be soft Be sillcy. Be sorneone's love. But be sure
[Good Housekeeping Oct. 1968, p. 751.

Be believing- Be Belonging. Be a b d e of love... But be sure

[Chatelaine Feb. 1970, p. 451.

Be honey. Be Heady. Be here and aow.... But be sure

[Chatelaine Nov. 1970, p. 21.
Be new. Be natural. be now and forever,. But be sure
[Good Housekeeping Apr. 19701.

The theme of being attractive during, and in spite of, menstruation developed in
the late 1960's and into the 1970's. M

e

d product advertisements of this decade

told women how they should feel and act at al1 times and encouraged women to have fun

and be carefree at al1 times of their cycle. The message was that menstruation did aot
need to harnper the punuit of good times and that women of the 1970's had the ability to
surmount al1 obstacles, including their periods. The advertisements encouraged women to
Wear vuhatever they wanted without worrying, but only if they had the right menstruai
products.

In fact, 1 felt so cornfortable and secure with them I even wore my new skating
skxt. For active women like you

[ G dHousekeeping Jan. 1977, p. 551.

enough protection to take you through the &y with a srnile
Mademoiselle, Apr. 1971, p. 1491.
The tell tale bumps and bulges are gone which is great with the fashions you

are wearing these days. To feel d e , protected and cornfortable
[Chatelaine Feb. 1973, p. 271.

The advertisements assured women that they could be fke and secure because the new
pads and tampons would take care of their womes. In contrast to the early years, where

women withdrew during their periods, the women of the 1970's refwd to allow their

periods to intemipt the pace of their lives. Women of the 1970's could be fiee of
concerns because of their sani-

protection.

in 1881, your doctor would have sent you to bed for
'those days'. Times change

[Chatelaine Feb. 1970, p. 1 11.

you get a certain courage from Kotex plus napkins
[Gwd Housekeeping Feb. 1971, p. 501.

The women in the 1970's were physicdly active in a totally different sense than
those of the 1920's. The advertisements implied that women accomplished more, were

a from demure. They are portrayed in the
stronger, active not passive, and f
advertisements as participating in activities that their sisters fiom the earlier yean would
not have done. According to the advertisements, women of this time now demanded the
nght to actively participate in society even during their menses.
Today's women are demanding theû part of the action Sitting by even during

monthly periods is just so much lost time
[Good Housekeeping Feb. 1971. p. 121.
to move with dancer's grace takes hours of practice-stretching, bending'

twisting. Even during those few days each month when you may not feel like
exercising

[ G dHousekeeping May. 1971, p. 421.

Because its silly to miss a &y like this. The snow is a kshly w h e d sheet

pulled over the hills. Al1 hen. Al1 day. And she's not going to let a minute get
away

[Good Housekeeping Nov. 1971, p. 2071.

Every &y is a new adventure. Here you are tackling something new. Testing

your strengthened endurance. Realinng you have the confidence to play the big
one with rod and reel.

[Good Housekeepïng Sept 1974, p. 541.

She's a professionai mode1 and her day could begm at dawn and end long after

m e t . She's got to sparkle every minute.And look fabdous in a thousand
different poses and situations

[Chatelaine Feb. 1970, p. 581.

Eighties

Based on menstBiai product advertisements of the 19807s,women had more to
worry about with respect to sanitary protection than ever before. According to the
adveriisements women were career women and also funloving 'girls'. These women cm

be labeled as 'Fern' according to Berg & Coutts (1994). The Fern classification, according
to these researchers, is an idealized type of women, portrayed in the advertisements to
which al1 women are expected to aspire. These women are carefiee, fun loving and, above
dl, clean and fresh. In fact, they are portrayed as those who do not ever menstnÿite!
The advertisements suggested that women should always be concemeci about their
periods. Women should want to feel 'great' ail the time and should forget about their

periods. In fact, they should feel like they are not even menstruating. To achieve this
&dom, women were now told to use products designed for specific phases of their
cycles
An extm peace of mind..redesigned to offer you a special kind of &dom from

worry

[Chatelaine Juiy 1988, p. 461.

How do 1want to feel? fabulous. 365 days a year You don't have to be a genius to

know that feeling clean and dry is better. This is the way you're supposed to feel
ail the tirne. I didn't know you couid fiel this good every &y

[Glamour May 19891.
Stay active with a shaped pad that3sthicker in the rniddle to really protect your

shortest shorts, latest Ieotards and active aflernoons. You can count on KOTEX

[ G dHowkeeping Mar. 1989, p. 951.
The advertisements acknowledged that women were busy and offered several suggestions

as to how they should be acting and feeling at ail times. in particular, women could with
the right products, achieve confidence and feel tenific.
Women in the 1980 were primarily concernai with the idea of discreteness, that
menstruation and especially their mensbual equipment must remain hidden. Tampon
advertisements capitalized on this attitude and suggested that by using tampons, this
discretion could be easily achieved. According to the advertisements the tampon was a
marvelous invention which, because it was inserted internally,had no danger of lines,
bulges or even leakage. It was above dl, discreet to Wear, to cany and fit even into the

fits discreetly in your purse

plare May 1988, p. 581.

even more discreet than ever before

[Cosmopolitan Nov. 1989, p. 2931.

so discreet it fi& in your tiniest pocket or pune, even in the palm

of your hand

[Seventeen Nov. 1988, p. 9 11.

so discreet you c m carry 2 or 3 in a change purse

Elare Iune 1984, p. 231.

like the discreteness...with no bulky applicator to throw away
Fiare Nov. 1987, p. 111).
so you can fit dl you need in your finiest purse

[Self Oct. 1986, p. 2 191.

Nineties
That women of the 1990's are no longer as incapacitated by their periods as those

of the 1920's is clearly evidenced in the adverhsements. Women of the 1990's are
portrayed as quite active, rnuch more so than women of the first half of the century. As
well, the dennitions of active women are quite different fiom what formerly c o n s t i ~ e d
k i n g active. What women di& with respect to what they 'missed out' on during their

periods also changed dramatically over the years. Whereas former concerns centered on

dancing and motoring during one's period, contemporary women of the 1990 worry more
about their careers and the need for discretion at d l &es.
The portrayai of women of the nineties heralds their potential to conquer the
world, now that most of their problems vis a vis menstruation have k e n solved They

had corne a long way fiom their sisters of the 1920's who were forced to be inactive
during periods, due to societd amtudes and also inefficient mensmal products.
They are not totally absolved fiom al1 worry however, and as will be illustrated
more clearly in the analysis chapter, their reasons for coacem are quite different.
Discovery of ones' menstnüil status is no longer merely equated with king lady like or
well groomed. As will be evidenced menstnial status has totally different implications
associated with it in the 1990's.
It's important to know that life can go on as usud even when I'm kving my
period. 1 carry a whole &y's protection mund (and nobody h o w s )

[Chatelaine Jan 1991, p. 1191.
A clean dry feeling. Which is the way you want to feel every &y. No matter what
&y ofthe mont.is.

[Cosmopolitan Jdy 1990, p. 401

Management

Meostnial product advedsemeatscontain a great deal of advice for women,
specifically educating with regards to their response and management of their pends.
They also speculate on what the concems of women might be with respect to this
management and the existing 'solutions' promised by the new and irnproved products for
mensnual m e .

This section illtstrates how women responded to and managed their periods

historicaily and records their associated concems based on information contained in
advertisements. It will be noted that the management process has not in actual fact been

simplified over the years as one would expect, rather it has become a more "cornplex
management system" (Berg and Coutis, 1994, p. 13).

Twenties
Based on the sample of advertisements nom the 19203, one can conclude that
menstnial protection was cumbersorne for women. Menstruation itself was not an issue,
rather the means by which women dealt with the situation had become problematic. As
mentioned in the previous section, the existing solution required women to make, wash,

and reuse their m e n s t d rags. Homemade pads of rags or gauze had to be washed in
order to be reused and this method of managing one's period was eventually deemed
unhygienic by doctors of the era (Brumberg, 1993). The soiled napkins were left soaking
for a few hours before washing and this habit had corne to be viewed as a "dangerous, if

not offensive practice" (Bnimberg, 1993, p. 113). A reexamhation of ferninine hygiene

took place in the late 19th century and as a result, Yfeminine washing and menstnial

discharge were subjected to more intense hygienic standards" (Bmberg, 1993, p. 113).

The management of mensîruation at this time bad become quite cumbersume, but the
invention of the new, disposable pad permitted a new fieedom nom tedious storing,
washing and hiding for those women who could afEord i t B m b e r g (1993) stated that

"commercially made naplans could revolutionize the m e n s t d experience"@. 115).
Advertisements validated this statement by claiming the new pads fieed women fiom the
hassle of laundry. The message from the advertisements stresseci to women that existing

methods of managing their periods were a handicap and the new disposable pads would
solve dl problems previously faced by women bound to traditional homemade methods.
Above al1 things. This Brings You Peace-of-Mind

under the most trying of hygienic handicaps. This new way solves woman's
oldesthygienicproblem

[GoodHousekeeping Feb. 1926,p. 1461.

days are too precious, too full, to be lost or interfered with by even

mtural complications. For that reason you wili find much more than simply a
mere convenience in this new way. It will make a great difference in your Life

[Good Housekeeping May 1926, p. 1911.
You live every day, meet every day, unhandicapped...it converts the most
trying situation of yesterday into mere incidents of today.

[ G dHousekeeping Aug. 1926, p. 1461.
For Kotex is the scientific rnethod that permits wornen greater fkedom in
time of hygienic distress. It removes d l worry

[Chatelaine Mar. 1928, p. 651.

The first homemade pads led to chafuig and imtation, if wom for too long. This
was an important issue to wornen in that it restricted the activity of wornen during their

menses. The advertisements also implied that women who maintained the old methods
lacked the confidence achieved by the use of the new disposable pads. hwiominruit
concerns lay with fear of pad slipping or not absorbing, or the risk of irritation as
mentioaed earlier. Bnunberg (1993) offea the following description of the %est7napkim
women could make and use before the advent of the new disposal pad, 'Wey were made
of linen (as opposed to cotton), at l e s t one-half yard square, folded, secured to the
clothing at the front and back, and 'wom between the limbs"' (p. 113). Advertisers
claimed the new pad solved the problems associated with conventional methods and could

now offer wornen
fieedom, comfort, standards of health never before possible
[Gwd Housekeeping June 1929, p. 1681.

worn longer without irritation...downy super soft

[GoodHousekeeping Aug. 1926, p. 1461.
downy, super soft..marvelously soft and cornfortable ....Because it is more

cornfortable, it rnay be wom longer without imtation

[Good Housekeeping Nov. 1926, p. 1571.
For Modess is infinitely finer. The sohess, pliancy and gracious ease will
delight you. This filler is as fluffy and downy as cotton, amazingly absorbent and
instantly disposable. There are no square edges to irritate-the sides are

smoothly rounded, And for still greater comfort the gauze is cushioned with a
film of cotton

[Chatelaine Aug. 1929, p. 431.

The advertisements counseled women that the old ways of using homemade pads

were restrictive and harnpered their lives. They implied that women c,ould no longer

depend on the old pads; that they made women feel insecure. Accordhg to Bnmiberg
(1993) "It was certaidy apparent to these women that the new "'antiseptic"napkins
promised a number of real benefits: less work, improved cornfort, greater rnobility and a
gem-fke environment" (p. 116). The advextisers of this decade sou@ to irnpress upon
women that while the management of memtruation had been cumbersome and a bother,
the new pad eoabled women to be less restricted and capable of more activity than they

had been in the past The advertisements conveyed to women the promise of less
laundry and an end to their withdrawal from social interaction during their periods.
Where previously, women were considered sick during th& menses and were not
expected to be able to do anything at that time of the month the new pad gave them a new
fieedom of activity. The new pads were advertised as the modern way. They were
promoted as king easy to buy, as they were discrete in their availability. Convenience

and disposability had become important concerns.
easy disposai and..no laundry.. .utter protection and easy to buy anywhere
[Gwd Housekeeping Aug. 1926, p. 1461.
easy to dispose of. .and cheap enough to throw away

[Good Housekeeping ûct. 1923, p. 1231.
no laundry. as easy to dispose of as a piece of tissue-thus endmg the trying

problem of disposal

[Good Housekeeping Feb. 1926, p. 1461.

Nupak is eary to buy . The name is easy to say, easy to remember.

[ G d Housekeeping Nov. 1926, p. 1571.
Kotex the only sanitaxy pads made of Celluclotton are easy to dispose of by
following simple directions found in each box, and cheap enough to throw
away.

[GoodHousekeeping Oct 1923, p. 1231.

There is no bother, no expense of laundry. Simply discard Kotex as you would
wastepper-without embarrassrnent ...Nolaundry. As easy to dispose of as a
piece of tissue-thus ending the trying problem of disposal
[Good Housekeeping Feb. 1926, p. 1461.

Kotex meets the most exacting needs. h u r e s cornfort and poise. solves a
difficult laundry problem

[Good Housekeeping Apr. 1923, p. 1251.

solves woman's oldest hygienic problem

[Good Housekeeping Feb. 1926, p. 1461.
this new way solves women's oldest hygienic problems it should be solved

..by ending the uncertainty of makeshift ways and warranthg immaculacy under

ALL conditioos

[Good Housekeeping Feb. 1926, p. 1461.

the uncertainty of the old-tune sanitary pad has been supplanted with protection
both absolute and scientific

[Good Housekeeping May 1926, p. 1911.

the world is having a hard tirne to keep up with this daughter of today. She wants
the best, usually gets it and then wants something better. She will not tolerate the
traditions and dmdgeries which held her mother in bondage

[Good Housekeeping Mar. 1929. p. 2791.

What did the advertisernents tell the women of the 1920's with respect to
responding O! and managing their periods? Judging nom the advertisements women had
quite a few concems with respect to their periods. From the data it was apparent that
their concems were very different than those facing women in the latter part of the
century. At this point in time the concems were quite straightforward and deait primarily
with p e n d management and und the advent of the first disposable pad, women had few

alternatives in this respect By the 1920's advertisements now recommended that wornen
adopt the new hygienic standards and use the disposable pad now available to them.

60% o f many ills according to many leading medical authorities are traceci to the
use of d

e and unsanitary makeshift methods

[Good Housekeeping Feb. 1926, p. 1461.
today on minent medical advice, millions are tumiag to this new way

[GoodHousekeeping May 1926, p. 1911.
highest hygienic authorities advise it. Vùtually every great hospital in America
employs it

[Good Housekeeping Aug. 1926, p. 1461.

your doctor says Kotex guards Health

[Chatelaine Feb. 1929, p. 471.

Al1 doctors agree on Kotex. Doctors recommend to ail women the use of Kotex

Sanitary Napkins instead of home-made pads that are unsanitary and so oftec
dangerous to heaith.

[Chatelaine Mar. 1928, p. 651.

Only 2 women in 10 today still employ the hazardous hygienic methods of
yesterday

[GoodHousekeeping May 1926, p. 1911.

8 in 10 women in the better w a h of life have adopted this new way which

solves woman' s O ldest hy gienic problem

[GoodHousekeeping May 1926, p. 1911.
Doctors recommend to al1 women the use of Kotex sanitary napkins instead of
home-made pads that are so unsanitary and so often dangerous to health.
[Chatelaine Mar. 1928, p. 651.

The rneastruai product advertisementsof the 1920's told women that the new

pad was the answer to dl their problems (associated with using the old management

methods). The advertwments claimed that by using Kotex; the first "scientinc" pad, it
would offer them a previoudy unlaiown fieedom and wmfort during their penods.
Women who used this new pad were told of the great benefit healthwise as the new pad
offered deodorancy as well as king more absorbent than the old homemade methods.

These two factors were important selling points to women uuaccustomed to these
qualities in their old rags, and medicai authorities of the tirne advocated that women be
concemed about these issues as absorption of the me-

blood was not wholesome

and soiled napkins generated unpleasant dors (Bnunberg, 1993). The question arises

here as to whether this was a legitimate d e y concern for women or purely an aesthetic
one. It may be that the advertisers merely created this wncern as a means of prornoting

their new disposable pads.
Kotex is scientifically treated to deodorize completely and safely.
[Chatelaine May 1929, p. 691.
Cellucotton absorbent wading -the super absorbent filler, takes up 5 times more
moisture than Cotton

[Chatelaine May 1929, p. 691.

The conventional way of treating menstruation, before the disposable pad, was
considered both a hardship and a handicap, not to mention unscientific. Advertisers
promoted the new pad technology by relying on health and d e t y issues as selling points.
Accordmg to the advertisements the new techniques were uifinitely more hygienic and

On the score of health alone, Kotex wodd be worth many times its cost.
Doctors and nurses unanimously recommend it over the unscientific methods
of grand-rnothen day

[Chatelaine Feb. 1929, p. 471.

How Science Ends the Uncertainty of Old -Tirne Hygienic Methods. And gives
women fkeedom, cornfort, standards of health never before possible
[Good Housekeeping June 1929, p. 1681.
this new way which solves women's oldest hygienic problem. .by ending the

insecurity and uncertainty of old ways...
[Good Housekeeping May 1926, p. L 9 11.
The uncertainty of the old tie sanitary pad has k e n supplanted with a
protection both absolute and scientific

[GoodHousekeeping May 1926, p. 1911.

Another issue the advertisen felt might be a concem to women of this era was the
cost associated with having to buy the pads. With the old homemade methods, cost was
negligible. Pads could be fashioned fiom rags, cheesecloth, linen, or even old flour sacks
(Bmberg, 1993). It would have been difficult for women to j

e spending part of the

household budget on something that had to do with 'woman's way'.
Kotex- Telephone- you can ask by name for Kotex This is one of the
conveniences of Kotex-they are so easy to buy

[Good Housekeeping Apr. 1923, p. 1251.
Easy to buy anywhere. Many stores keep them in ready-wrapped in plain

paper-simply help yourçelS pay the clerk, that is al1

[GoodHousekeeping Aug. 1926, p. 1461.
Try Modess. We are positive its gracious ease will convince you it costs no more
thao you usudly pay

[Good Housekeeping Sept 1929, p. 1601.

cheese cloth and cotton substitutes are actually more expensive, since the
price of Kotex has been so radically reduced

[GoodHousekeeping Sept 1929, p. 1401.

According to Bnmiberg (1993), only middle and upper class women could take
advantage of luxuries offered by this new 'hygienic sensibility'. To the women of the

lower class, this modem convenience was beyond their means and they continued to use
homemade pads until well after W.W.11. Buying a pad was seen as a convenience,
perhaps even a 1 u . x and
~ ~ certainly not a necessity or a priority for many working class
women "Sanitary protection had becorne an article of middie class faith because, in

addition to everythmg else, it was an important means of class differentiation" (Bnimberg,
1993, p. 117). Advertisers, in an attempt to rectiîy this and promote the new pa4

claimed that women should use the new pads because women in the better classes were
using them. and it was considered simply old fashioned to use the old pads.

Unfortunately for the manufacnirers, the economic reaiities of the era were such that ody
"rniddle and upper class American wornen.k g a n to wpe with menstnial blood in a new
way" (Brumberg, 1993, p. 114 also Bdlough, 1980) and employ the new 'sanitary
science'. Working class women still could not "adopt commerciaily made, easily
disposable 'sanitary napkins"' (Bmberg, 1993, p. 117).
only 2 women in 10 today still employ the hazardous hygienic methods of
yesterday. 8 in evexy 10 women in the better walks of life have adopted ths
new way

[Good Housekeeping May 1926, p. 19 11.

Today begin the Kotex habit. Note the irnprovements, mental and physical that it
brings. write today for 'personai hygiene' booklet

[Good Housekeeping May

1926, p. 1911.
Unquaiified comfort Loimitable nsintiness Would you be interested in a new
sanitary convenience that offen unequaled daintiness and comfort with complete

protection?

[ G dHousekeeping Nov. 1926, p. 157.

leam for younelf why 8 in 10 better class women employ Kotex and will accept
nothing else

[Chatelaine Mar.1928, p. 651.

Today &ut the Kotex habit to health, Leam for yourself why 8 in 10 better
classes women employ Kotex and will accept nothing else
[Chatelaine Mar. 1928, p. 651.

Both Bnimberg (1993) and Bullough (1980) relate how a disposable sanitary
n a p h was first introduced in the 18903, but subsequently withdrawn as the idea was

not received as weii as it had been expected. Brumberg (1993) explained that ùiitiaily this
may have been due to the cost of the pads. Eventually, when the pad was reintroduced,
Bullough (1980) observed how the pad caught on "rapidly despite its cost of 10c a pad"

(p 68). This quote implies that even that price was costly to women at the time.
Advertisements continued to advance the idea to women as to how low priced the new
pads were to buy and use. In due t h e , with this push fiom the advertisers, an
abandonment of the old ways came about and there was an introduction (or
reintroduction) of the first new disposable napkin. This Mie the idea caught on, the
advertisements lauding Kimberly Clark for discovering that the nurses in the wars had
been using "celIulose wadding material" (Bullough, 1980, p. 67 ) as homernade menstnial

pads, and deciding to manufachue pads using that same material.
nurses in war-time France first discovered i t ..made of the super-absorbent
Cellucotton covered with specially processed, SOAfinished gauze
[Good Housekeeping May 1926, p. 1911.

and they are also inexpensive

[Good Housekeeping Apr. 1923, p. 1251.

cheap enough to throw away

[Good Housekeeping Oct 1923, p. 1231.

Another concern for women, according to the advertisements, was the ability to

meet their social dernands even while rnenstruating. Advertisements advised women on
how to dress, what to do and where to go in what seemed to be an important
preoccupation to women of the 1920's. The pad guaranteed women the opportunity to

fûlfill these roles more easily than in the pst, when they relied on conventional
homernade methods.
Golf, tennis al1 the delightful outdoor activities are possible now at any t h e
[Good Housekeeping Sept 1929, p. 1401.
Gayest, filmiest frocks may now be wom without a moments thought Social
dernands are met in confidence. One Lives evev &y.. .unhandicapped.
[Good Housekeeping May 1926, p. 1911.

Another new innovation was the use of a belt rather than pins to hold the pad in
place. A breakthrough in convenience to women, although one which would wenhially
become obsolete! By the l!X!07s, the manufacturers had introduced a new belt that "came
in colors to match your lingerie'' ([Good Housekeeping Sept 1929, p. 262). The belt,
although used before, was now a new improved version just like the new pad;

Beltx banishes forever the bothersome safety pin instead, the pad is gnpped with

a tiny immaculately clan bit of celluloid especially designed for absolute
security...A charming and acceptable 'little gift'

[GoodHousekeeping Sept. 1929, p. 2621.

Towards the end of the 1920 and into the 1930 's a new concem arose; women
were king pressured to hide their menses and pads.

corners of each pad have b e n rounded and tapered so as to l a v e no
evidence of sanitary protection

[ G dHousekeeping June 1929, p.

1681.

You may send me a sample of Kotex and book 'Personal Hygiene' in plain
envelope

[Chatelaine Sept 1928, p. 551.

This concem may relate to the embarrassrnent associateci with purchashg the pads or

perhaps the idea of remaining well groomed and ladylike during their menses. This was
presumably a pressing issue to women of this em The m a n u f a ~ e r addressed
s
this
concem by wrapping the product in blue paper. But concealhg the contents did not
eliminate the fact that everyone 'laiew' what was in the blue box Women and men alike
were pefiectly aware of its contents, but maintained a 'mutuai denial of the known'. As

Laws (1990) states " ...it was obviously a conspiracy of si1ence.A was totally ....it was
unmentioned, it was deliberately unrnentiooed at any time" (p. 37).

According to the advertisements, the new pad vimially eliminated al1 problems
associated with using the old pad In the pst women were considered sick and simply

withdrew fiom activities and society while me~l~truating.
This was partly due to the fact
that the old methods were cumbersome and did not facilitate activity. Another factor
which limited women was h a k g to make, launder and deal with the makeshift methods

of management. The advertisements claimeci

women would be able to do more with

the new disposal pad and manage their periods more efficiently than in the previous
years.
Thirties
The conventional rnethods by which wornen responded to and managed their

periods continued to be aiticized through advertisements as problematic. By the 1 9 3 0 ' ~ ~

menstruation contïnued to be viewed as something with the potential to handicap and
limit women's activities. The advertwments of the 1930's encouraged women to remain
poised, well groomed and ladylike during their periods, yet the messages taken from the

advertisements uifer that women feared embarrassrnent while menstruatingespecially on
the occasions when their pads 'failed' ,'showed' ,or worse yet, if they had an accident.

Wornen of the 1930 no longer wished to withdraw during their menses and wanted a pad
that enabled thern to be active.

Daintiness assured in any costume. Practical even during dancing, sport
activities, taking a bath

[Good Housekeeping Mar.1938, p. 20 11.

Can't chafe...Can't fail... Can't show

[Good Housekeeping May 1935, p. 1881.

No danger of embamiçsment, no fear of inadequate protection

[Chatelaine Apr. 1931, p. 351.

The focus of women's management issues in the 1930's seem to focus on issues
of prevention, avoiding the outlines or bulges which could reveal their 'secret'. The way
to avoid this, the advertisements claimed, was to use the new disposable pad which was
flac thm and left no revealing outlines. In the advertisements¶these characteristicswere
equated with k i n g proper and ladylike. In fa* Brumberg (1993) states how mothea

told their daughters, in an effort to keep them weil groomed, about ways to "fuc
themselves in order to prevent displays of menstruai blood and soiled clothes" (p. 112).
it is so flattened and tapered that it leaves no outlines even under the closest

fitting of evening gowns. Not the slightest bulk even under the filmiest summer

sik

[ G dHousekeeping July. 1932, p. 1131.

Maybe you werenytalways aware of i t Maybe it was othen who noticed that
revealiag outhe.. .that telltale bulkiness

[ G dHousekeeping Oct 1932, p. 1401.

The advertisements suggested that women wanted to protect their clothing, fiom

stains and leaks during their penods. In a similar view the advertisements stated that if
women used these new disposable pads, they were guaranteed secunty and confidence

because no one would h o w they were m e ~ l ~ t ~ a t i nAdvertisements
g.
at this time
introduced a new name for the already in use Kotex; Phantom Kotex The use of this
tem reinforces the idea that women were encoinaged to keep menstruation and its related

Completely protects your clothing. Gives you absolute confidence because you

know presence of belt and pin cannot be detected
[Good Housekeeping Apr. 1932, p. 2 101.
Phantom Kotex ...so flaîîened and tapered it leaves no outlines even under the
closest fitting of evening gowns. Not the slightest bulk even under the filmiest
summer s i k

[Good Housekeeping July 1932, p. 1131.

What you really want in sanitary protection-more than any other one thing-is a
feeling of perfect safety and security

[Chatelaine Apr. 1931, p. 3 51.

Forties

The tampon was fïrst advertised in 1938 and with if the advertisements claimed,
came a new and improved way to manage one's menstruation. Tampons were the
innovative, more modem response to menstruation and promised to eliminate the

concerns associated with having a p e n d and wearing a @ In the 1940's women were
working outside of the home; in factories, in the war plants, and required an easier, more
efficient means of managing their periods. The tampon could provide women with this

...but when it cornes to sanitary protection, I'm all for the modem intemal way.

[Good Housekeeping Apr. 1941, p. 1901
But now Tampax really offers modem protection becausé it is worn intemally. It
does away with al1 bulges, Iùies and wrinkles of old methods. There is no

chafing, you actually cannot feel Tampax. No odor produced, no deodorants
needed. No disposal problems

[Good Housekeeping July 194 1, p. 1281

No bel& or pins, no odor, no reveaiing bulges or ridges under the clothing.
Don't even bother to remove it in tub or shower! Easy disposal

[GoodHousekeeping Mar. 1947, p. 1741.
Fibs are quilted...for more coinfort, greater safety in intemal protection-that's
why ..there's no danger of cotton particles clinging to delicate membranes. And

quilting controls expansioa..so Fibs don? fluff up to an uncornfortable size

which might cause pressure, imtation, difficult removal

[Good Housekeeping Feb. 1944, p. 971.
Calling al1 War Workers ûther advantages of Tarnpax appeal especially to war
workers...fieedom from the pin-Mt-and pad hamess-fieedom fio the bdging and
bunchiog beneath the slacks. Tampax is quick to change and easy to dispose of,
either at home or in public restroorns

[Good Housekeeping Feb. 1944, p. 202).

Tampax helps the war worker, office worker, or home worker to be up and doing
either d a m e or evening

[Chatelsine Nov. 1943, p. 261.

Howevq while tampons solved the problerns associated with wearing a pad,
bulges, outlines, odor, they also brought forth new concems smunding the idea of
intemal protection. Women were initially reluctant to try tampons and advertisements
addressed the fears these women had with respect to the insertion and removd of
tampons.

with Fibs, there's no danger of cotîon particles clinging to delicate membranes.
And quilting controls expansion...so Fibs don't fluffup to an uncornfortable

size wbich might cause pressure, irritation, difficult removal
[Good Housekeeping Feb. 1944, p. 971.
It is the only tampon spun fiom uncut surgical cotton-then compressed in a
mariner to controi expansion and prevent cotton fibers firom coming loose. Needs

no applicator

[Good Housekeeping May 1944, p. 1831.

In contrast to how the wornen in the advertisements of the 1890's dealt with their

periods, by withdrawing f?om certain social activities, the women of the 1940's needed to
find new ways to manage their menstruation The shortage of manpower during W.W.U.
provided women with their £ k t oppominity to enter the worldorce en masse.
Advertisements encouraged women to step in and fil1 these positions as part of the war
effort To masider oneself 'sick' and withdraw during menses was no longer an
acceptable attitude. In facf the belief projected by the advertisements seemed to be that
women should overcome their periods, persevere and help the war effort "Fibs ads nom
1943 show women doing secretaria1work, getting dressed for work, and w e a ~ slacks,
g

carrying a Iunchbox, and p u n c h a tirne cardn @elaney et al., 1988, p. 13 1).

Advertisements changed the way they addressed women of the 19407s. As
Delaney et al, (1988) stateQ "Because women's labor was needed, women were taken
more seriously than they wodd be in later advertising. Advertisements called them
women (e-g. adults), rather than girls; the language stresseci utility and prapose and the
ability of women to assume responsible and competent positions" (p. 130). The
advertisements, in fact, placed a lot of pressure on women to help and do their part
When a girl takes over a man's work, it's up to her to see it through!
[Chatelaine Aug. 1943, p. 3 11.
The pressure to keep their periods hidden and out of sight penisted throughout this

And to keep your secret strictly private...to give you confidence and poise

...Kotex has flat piessed ends that don't show, because they 're not stubby
[Chatelaine Aug. 1943, p. 3 11.
And what a relief to know that with Kotex there can never be any bumps and

bulges to give your secret away. Honestly! Kotex has flac pressed ends that
Can't show even when you don't Wear a girdle
[Good Housekeeping Oct. 1941, p. 711.

I'm meamlined and secure!...No revealing outluies or hard end tabs

[ G dHousekeeping Aug. 1944, p. 711.

The advertisements advised women to avoid being entirely consumed with war
work and encouraged them to go out and have fun as well. In facf the edvertisements
encouraged women to try to forget al1 about their periods. Menstruation was portrayed

differently in the advertisements than in the 1920's and 1930's. Where previously it was

viewed simply a hardship or a handicap, by the 1940's menstruation began to take on
negative comotations. One c m assume this was because it could now interfere in a
different, more noticeable way than it had in the pst. The impact of a women's normal

daily life had moved beyond the domestic and had begun to effect political and economic
aspects of society.
The day that suits everybody else doesn't suit you one bit! For its the wrong
tirne of the month for you. If only you wuld mile and laugh and be gay...be
the life of the party ! You wish it with al1 your hart Well other girls manage
it, and so can you! But they don't' get rid of the grouches merely by

wishing. They've leamed the secret of k i n g cornfort Kotex Sanitaxy
napkins

[Good Housekeeping Oct 1941, p. 711.

More thao a fashion, more than a method Tampax really offen a new way of life
on those 'difficdt' days of the month.

[Chatelaine Nov. 1943, p. 261.

How Eee Tampax lets you feel- and how much cooler on %ose troublesome
days' in summer months

[Chatelaine July 1949, p. 581.

Specifically, the advertisements encouraged women to do their duty with respect to the
war effort but to d l have fun with their fnends at parties. The advertisements
encouraged these women to cary on by not letting their penods interfere or harnper their
work or fun It is interesthg to note the investment of propaganda language used into the
advertisements at this Mie. Such language cornbined to elevate the fundon of women in
society, increase participation in the war effort and abolish the biological liability of
menstruation.
And naturally time off is something 1try to do without. On those difficult days
days when 1 feel more like weeping than workhg...helps me stay on the job

doing my part

[Chatelaine May 1943, p. 681.

Who would have thought you'd be a deserter fiom a dustmop. .. when your
country's counting on you

[Chatelaine May 1943, p. 431.

Keep you promises and your dates

[Chatelaine May 1943, p. 431.

So now you lmow how to join the Keepgoing Corps
[Chatelaine May 1943, p. 431.
You'll deserve an ' E of your owa.. .for k i n g an "Everydayer "

[Chatelaine Aug. 1943, p. 3 11.
You can always be sure of a pleasant evening when yodre poised-free of
'problem tirne' womes

[Chatelaine Oct 1949, p. 711.

It's the answer to your problems when you want to feel gay and happy and
carefree

[Good Housekeeping Oct 1941, p. 711.

Break a date or two and the next thing you know you're sinùig home twiddling

your thumbs! Popular girls know-how to keep going and keep smiling
regardess of what &y of the month it is

[Good Housekeeping Apr. 1941, p. 7 11.

Throughout the 1950's. the language of advertising shifted once again. The tone in

which it spoke to women became condescending and suggested women should once again
return to their domestic lives and abandon jobs and skills to the men retuming nom the
war. Delaney et al. (1988), stated that "'the postwar idea that a woman's primary and

only fulfilling roles were those of wife and mother, her place in the home" (p. 131). The
advertisements were no longer concerned with women's abilities to operate drill presses,

rather they suggested that their attention focus again on social etiquette, and king 'in the

know'. As Delaney et al. (1988) puts it, "When women are less needed in the work
force, their IQ automaiicaily decreases' if we are to judge by advertken' practices" (p.
13 1). Women's sole concerns were reduced to fulfilling their roles as wife and mother

while rnenstnrating. The advertisements suggested that women of the 1950's haâ their
han& full; busy and active, fulfilling their duties at home.
The 1950's advertisements continued to refer to menstruation ody through the

use of euphemims. The idea of menstruation d l carried the negative connotations of
the previous &cade as it interfered with women's busy iives. Women desireci elegance
and glamour "The hardworking wornan of the 1940's was not womed about daintiness

and ingenuity; she sought a usehl product enabling her to carry on needed chores"
(Delaney et al., 1988, p. 13 1).
And when you step out- to dance or wherever, cancel calendar 'woes'
for Kotex is made to stay soft while you Wear it[Good Howkeeping Apr. 1950, p. 1281.

Beware of making enemies...and on those days be wary of that foe of poise:
embarrassment. Kotex defends you

[Good Housekeeping Apr. 1950, p. 1281.

GET the SLIP-PROOFUNBREAKABLE GRTFS that HIDE your
personai problem!

[ G dHousekeeping Apr. 1950, p. 3471.

The neatness and daintiness of Tampax appeal to most wornen, reducing
the tenseness and self-consciousness common at such times.. .
[Good Howkeeping Apr. 1950, p. 1861.
No odor- and no bulges under clothing to make you unsure of younelf on
those particular days of the month

[Chatelaine May 1952, p. 881.

Tampax takes w e of vacations and week-ends...She can also picnic in a brief

playsuit on those particular days in question or go jaunting here and there in
clinging slacks

[Chatelaine Aug. 1952, p. 381.

Women and girls galore are now going in swimming any tirne they want to with
their sani-

protection need on the 'off days' cared for very discretely by

Tampax.Nobody can ever suspect the situation-not by any chance with
Tampax!

[Good Housekeeping Jul. 1950, p. 1281.

The advertisements strongly suggested that women keep their periods a secret.
Perhaps it was for the same reasons as in the 1920's and 1930's; appearance and
grooming. This idea noticeably resurfaced with the 'Modess because' advertisements of

the 1950's. These advertisements depicted "ladies ia lovely ethered dresses advertising
sanitary napkins" (Delaney et al, 1988, p. 132) the only written commentary stating

'Modess because'. The premise for these advertisernents began with a contest in which
women wrote in explaining why they switched to Modess (Delaney et al, 1988). This
again exemplifies and demonstrates the perceived need for privacy and discretion in

association with menstnial products. The text of the advertisements implied that you had
to 'lmow' what was king sold for the advertisement to have any relevance. Fortunately,

for the rnmufacturers, this was not a problem. Once again, womem were encouraged to
appear poised and demure and only by keeping their periods a secret could they maintain
this image. Concealment was al1 important. Adverîising stressed the negative social

impact of discovery due to outlines or bulges fiom the pads.
Get the SlipRoof Unbreakable Grips that HIDE your personal problem!

[Good Housekeeping Apr. 1950, p. 3471.

The new-shape Modess box, too, caries out a clever plan... so discreetly!
Because its the keepa-secret box! Wrapped it resembles a box of stationary...or

facial tissues...so many thins! No one will guess you're carrying Modess!

[ G dHousekeeping Jul. 1950, p. 1001.
More than ever You'll be Glad those flat pressed ends prevent revealing outlines!
[Good Howkeeping Apr. 1950, p. 1281

No 'outline' anxiety follows you as you stroll among the crowd

[ G dHousekeeping Jul.

1950, p. 117.

The portrayai of women existing in a hectic domestic environment, caring for their
homes and children yet having fun at the same time, was a recurrent theme. The

advertisements seemed to suggest that women were more active in this decade than in the
earlier yeafs, therefore their response to and management of their periods was very

different. Women also wanted to have fun and be 'in the how'. The message to women
was to enjoy life and refuse to allow menstruation to limit where they went or what they

could Wear.
You're confident..carefiee...ready for &er-theater fun

[ G dHousekeeping Oct 1959, p. 591.
Yodre confident..carefiee....ready for dl outdoors

[Good Housekeeping Oct 1959, p. 1391.
I can go in swimming any &y of the month I want to. She can also picnic in a

brief playsuit-on those particular days in question-or go jaunting here an there
in ciinghg slacks

[Chatelaine h g . 1952, p. 381.

You can Wear the sleekest swimsuit, play beauty on the beach or in the sea

and no one can know your secret

[Chatelaine July 1958, p. 361.

Another concern created by advertisements was the possibility of pads 'failing'.
According to the advertkements, women using these products had becorne concemeci
with the idea of having accidents or rnishaps during menstruation The advertisements
strongly advised women to make sure, which presumably placed an inaeasing amount of

pressure on women.
Now you can dance the hours away...walk fieely...rise h m a chair without self
conscious concern.-.there's no fear of failure
[Good Housekeeping Jan 1959, p. 1081.

Not a shadow of a doubt ...Not a shadow of a revealing outline
[Good Housekeeping Feb. 1952, p. 521.

Persona1 belts...haveexclusive, slip proof, unbreakable grips

[GoodHousekeeping Apr. 1950, p. 3471.
Shop, work, play as you please. Forget about stains! Wear your best party

dress...prevent accidents, whether yodre seated or moving about
[Good Housekeeping M a y 1959, p. 151.

As mentioned previously, the advertisements stressed that women wodd no

longer be limited or curtailed in what they wstllted to do; be it dancing, shopping, workiagy
or piaying. According to Delaney et al, (1988) "The underlying message has been fairly
consistenf playing on both hopes and fears that the woman wiil not have to change her

ordinary life too much during that ' t h e on the month'; fears ofbetrayal by dripping
blood, revealing outlinesyor odon" (p. 129). The advertisements sought to placate

women concarnad about h v h g their periods. Women codd, and should, always be fiees
confident and secure if they used the new pads and tampons available to them

The tampon advertisements of the 1950's suggested that with correct produci
usage, women couid feel fiesh and free during their p e n d . The hidden implication king

that women wodd feel dirty and undean without using these products. The

advertisements also educated women on how much more active they codd be by using a
tampon rather than a pad, for example for swimming, as well as eliminating concems
associated with using a pad.
simple MWway to solve the year round problem of monthly d t a r y
protection for women and girls

[ G dHousekeeping Apr. 1950, p.

1861.

does away with dl bulges, lines and wrinkles. .nochafing-..no odor produceci,

no deodorant needed, no disposal problems

[ G dHousekeeping July 1941, p. 1281.

Although by the 19503, tampons had been used for over a decade, the focus of

advertïsements was still to encourage the transition fiom pad to tampon This suggests
that the idea of interna1 protection was not received as well as hoped for by the product

manufacturers. Advertisements encoriraged women to use tampons as this rnethod of
menstnial management was deemed a 'betîer', more 'modem' way comparai to using

pads.

T a p a x is the nicer way, the more modern way, the most desirable way
[Good Housekeeping Mar. 1956, p. 201.

Tampax is dainty, hygienic cornfortable

[Chatelaine Feb. 1952, p. 621.

In fact it makes you forget there's any clifference whatsoever in days of the
month

[GoodHousekeeping June 1956, p. 201.

And so it is that as the news spreads, more and more of today's women enjoy a

far better method of coping

[Good Housekeeping June 1959, p. 1631.

On 'certain' days you'd be hiding away with you. monthly problems, chafed
and irritated by these homd pads and belts.. all over and p s t
[Chatelaine Jdy 1958, p. 361.

A great concern for women, was the potential loss oftheir Wginity that became

associated with tampon use. This made women quite hesitant to adopt this supposed
new and better way of managing their periods although advertisements guaranteed women
that tampons were in no way associated with the loss of virginity. Berg and Coutts
(1993) in their article ''Virginity and tampons: The begimer myth as a case of alteration"

point out that a myth continues to exid that tampons threaten virguiity. Their study
discovered, that while advertisements address the myth and claim to dispel it, they only
perpetuate it by offering specialïzed tampons for young girls. In the 19503, however,
the distinction between married and single women was made based on an assumption of
virginity . Young single women of this time were innuenced by that fear and reluctant to
test this improved method of care. Acceptance was poor even though this method M e r
separated women from the complications of period management The assumption of the
advertisements was that immarried girls were virgins, but they could use tampons as
easily as rnanied women, without risking a loss of virginity. Advertisers acknowledge
wornen's uncertainty, but sought to rassure them that this was common with many
women (king perplexed).
Millions of women have used billions of Tampax with complete satisfaction
It was invented by a doctor for the benefit of al1 women, married or unmarriecl

active or not

[Good Howkeeping June 1956, p. 201.

are you still undecideci about Tarnpax? Do you ml1 have lingering, wavering
doubts conceming this modem interna1 form of rnonthly sanitary protection? If
so remember you are not the fim woman to be perplexed by unfarniliar ideas

[Good Housekeeping Sept 1950, p. 321.
Sixties
-

The concem of women in the 1960's were noticeably different from women in
the earlier part of the century. Women of the 1920's and 1930's faced different issues
related to the management of their menstruation Although the féar of outlines and bulges
had becorne an issue by the 1930's ,the basis for their fear was tangible. By the 1940's
advertisers had created a temporal anxiety; women must now be able to deal wiîh their

menstruation quickly and efficiently, in order to maximize their participation in the war

effort In the 19603, menstruation has becorne sotnethhg which, accordhg to the
advertisements, created many problems for women with respect to how they should

handle or respond to their periods.

The advertisements in the 1960's encouraged women to maintain a certain
appearance; they should feel h
b
,
cl-

cool cornfortable, relaxed and secure during

their periods. As Delaney et al, (1988) put it "In menstnial product advertisements the
woman7saspirations became individuai and inner-directed (sleekness, beauty) rather than
collective and outer directed (the war effort)" (p. 132). Accordmg to the advertisements,

pads and tampons would help hem achieve this. The message of the advertïsements was

that women were self-conscious and insecure during their periods, implying that they had

in fact intemalized the negative social connotation of menstruation

Lets you relax.. you know you're secure. Natirrally. Yodre more cornfortable
@Miss Chatelaine. May 1968, p. 801.
Perfect for canying a single napkin Perfect for napkin disposal . So convenient
you never feel embarrassed

w s s Chatelaine. May 1968, p. 801.

You sense the new gentleness, the feeling of more security and cornfort
[Chatelaine Apr. 1967, p. 981.
that's because youtre never conscious of Tarnpax or self cowcious when your

wearing i t Tampax lets you do anything you would normally do with complete
cornfort It's the modem way ...so much a part of your busy Iife

[ G dHousekeeping Aug. 1962, p. 1451.
Expands in width (not in length) to fit itself to you.. protect against 'sudden'
accidents

[ G dHousekeeping Jd.1968, p. 1721.

It's just that it was my time of the month and wbat other choice did 1 have but to
stay at home

[Chatelaine May 1961, p. 801.

Advertising served to increase the restrictive pressure surrounding society's

expectations of a woman's actions, appearance and feelings. Revious physical concems
regarding outlines and bulges were now compounded by new concerns surrounding
women's demeanor and behavior.
You feel so cool, so clean, so fiesh with Tampax
[Chatelaine Aug. 1961, p. 651.
Go Girl Go. Be active! Nothhg hampers you, nothing holds you back
[Chatelaine Mar. 1964, p. 841.

Lead the soft life... Any place-any &y, new Modess makes sure that king a

woman is wonderful..

[Chatelaine Jdy 1967, backcover].

It had becorne obvious nom the data that the language of the advertkments had

changed its tone once again. The subject of menstruation in the early half of the century
was associated with a negative social undertone and discussed using euphemisms. By the
1960's, this attitude toward menstruation hac changed. The actual words 'menstruation'

and 'periods' had begun to be used in the adverkments and now projected a more
relaxed and open attitude toward menstruation Of course, advertisemeats still advised

women to keep their periods secret and hidden fiom othen. The advertisements implied
to women that it was a normal reaction to feel embarrassed about having their periods, but
these products could help women cope with the situation, "so you can ~

nand
,

skip and

jump and love to be a girl" ( G dHousekeeping, Jan. 1968, p. 3 1).

The advertisemetits of the 1960's introduced many new concems for wornen
One of the main concems seemed to be with maintaining poise and remaining well

groomed at al1 times, especially during menstruation. The advertisen message to women
was that using their products, would allow them to feel secure during their periods. The

main idea conveyed to wornen in the advertisements was that they must ensure they did
not reveal they were menstniating. Ln a situation analogous to h t of women in the
1920's and 1930's, women of the 1960's were still concemed with revealing outlines and

bulges. Advertisers stressed the idea of secrecy over protection as the best means to feel
secure.

Al1 of this helps you feel perfectly groomed, perfectly at ease, perfectly sure of

younelf

[Good Housekeeping May 1962, p. 1771.

beautifid new way to keep a secret (Remove the protective wrapper-..no clues
remah!)

wdemoiselle June 1964, p. 301.

They can't be seen under the sleekest wwl dress, the sleekest ski pants

[Good Housekeeping Jan 1968, p. 271.
Always Free to be your Loveliest Wear anythmg fiom a sleek swim suit, net
culottes or even a lace mini dress with confidence. Internally wom Tampax

tampons let you be your loveliest, active or not, even on-difncultdays
w s s Chatelaine. May 1968, p.

7.

Pursettes lets you Wear Little bathing suits. With nonchalance
wdemoiselle May 1966, p. 691.
You can Wear the bnefest bikini or shortest shorts. Nothing shows

n demoiselle May 1966, p. 691.
Tampax positively prevents any outward indication that its that time of the
month for you

[Chatelaine May 1961, p. 801.

No cause for embarrassrnent

[Chatelaine Mar. 1964, p. 841.

No one will be able to tell your secret

demoiselle June 1964, p.

301.

this tampon does away with tell tale belts, pins and pads
~ademoiselleMay 1966, p. 691.

Alongside this concem with king ladylike and poised, came a concem for fashion
\

during menstruation. The advertisements suggested that women wanted the fieedorn to
Wear whatever c lothes they wanted, whenever they wanted, without worry ing about

accidents and outlines. Specifically, it seemed that women wanted to be able to Wear
'sleek clothing'. At this point in the data, the shift is quite apparent with respect to this
idea. Bullough (1980) suggested that in the early part of the century "at least one of the

reasons women wore so many clothes was to cover up any signs of this ferninine
'weakness'" (p. 67). In the 1%0's the idea seemed to be that women shodd be able to

They can't be seen under the sleekest wool dress, the sleekest ski pants
[Good Housekeeping Jan. 1968, p. 271.

You c m Wear the briefest bikini or shortest shorts . Nothing shows
M e m o i s e l l e May 1966, p. 691.
Pursettes lets you Wear little bathùig suits. With nonchalance
~ademoiseileMay 1966, p. 691.

The concerns swounding le&, mishaps and accidents during rnenstniation

seemed to be an ongoing issue over the years. Women were conrinually reassured that
these worries could be eliminated by ushg the proper products, that tbere would be no
danger of king embarrassed as they would be well protected.
Whenever you flow the heaviest, you need the greatest protection Particularly
when youtreon the go and can't change as often as you'd like. That's when
mishaps most often happen

1969, p. 2 181.
~ e m o i s e l l Aug.
e

So the chance of a mishap is almost zero. Try it fast. Why live in the pst?
[Mademoiselle Jan 1969, p. 301.
So now you don't have to worry about rnishaps anymore
@MademoiselleAug. 1969, p. 2 181.
Do you lmow if the plastic lining of your sanim naplcin covers dl of the
bottom to protect you against accidents

[Glamour Oct 1969, p. 871.

So the napkin absorbs better. And you're protected from one spot soak through
[Glamour Oct. 1969, p. 871
Confidets alone have an accident proof inner shield bonded into position so it

can't slip

[Chatelaine Mar. 1964, p. 571.

And the polyethylene shield that prevents embarrassing accidents. This Kotex

patented design gives you cornfortable fail proof protection
[ G d Housekeeping Mar. 1965, p. 2071.
New centers of softness in Kotex napkins absorb faster, protect better

[ G d Housekeeping ûct 1968, p. 751.

It was not enough that women sufTered the anxiety of accidents and outlines,

advertisers also began to promote a new concern regarding the disposal of their sanitary
protection. Historically, women had washed or burned the rags they used and with the
advent of the disposable pad these concems were thought to have been eliminated
However in the 1960's ,this issue resurfaced as an additional concern for women and
women were told to use disposal bags when discarding their pads. These were provided
'free' witb the pack.

Tampax is even easy to dispose of (convenient when you're away f?om home)
[Chatelaine Mar. 1964, p. 841.

New FREE Purse Pack envelopes...Perfect for napkin disposal. So
convenient., .and You' 11never feel embarrassed

wss Chatelaïne. May 1968, p. 801.
Now one more thing not to worry about that Little discussed disposal problem.
Now neat discreet disposai bags

mdemoiselle June 1967, p. 501.

Seventies

During the 19703, advertisen contlliued to invent new concerns for women.
According to the advertisements, not only must women be concemed about the

management of their periods d e g menses, but now they recommended that women
continue to use these products even while not mensbuating. Although the advertisements

implied that women might experience some 'off days', the implication almost seemed to

be that now everyday was an 'off &y'. ûriginally the advertïsers introduced Kotex
Lightdays as a product to use on 'light days' of the p e n d cycle. Eventually this sarne
pantiliner developed into a product to be used everyday. Women should now use and
Wear some form of sanitary protection at al1 times.

Up until this point, the advertisements' concems had been directed
entirely toward menstruating women and the awareness of outlines, bulges, leaks,
mishaps, odor, and absorbency. The message was clear, women needed to
respond to and manage menstruation...while menstruating. But in the 1970's' the

advertisernents recommended to women that they employ the "management
system" everyday (Berg and Coutts, 1994, p. 13). What exactly were women
king protected from that they needed to Wear sanitary protection everyday? The

advertisements suggested that it;
worked wonders protecting good girdles and panties fiom
everyday feminine discharges. The kind that's almost invisible but not
quite

[Good Housekeeping May 1971, p. 2 121.

This was a marketing revolution! The advertisements implied that women not
only experienced menstnial discharge, they also experienced everyday 'feminine'

discharge that should not be allowed to corne in contact with their clothes or
panties. It is at this point in history that another shift occun. To practical

women o f the early 1920's 11930's underwear was another garment to be washed,

but the 1970's seemed to be an era with a grandiose fear of nllningone's
undewear. The fashion shift nom undewear to lingerie now required that it be
protected nom staining not oniy by rnenstnial discharge but everyday discharge as
weU.
When we tested it with 577 different women, more than 50% of them wore

Stafiee even when they weren7tmenstruating

[Good Housekeeping May 1971, p. 2 121.
In between periods the Stayfiee Mini-Pad will protect your underwear fiom
everyday feminine discharge

[ G dHousekeeping Sept 1974, p. 301.

The assertion of the advertisements was that everyday of women's lives had the
potential to be difficult and needed to be manageci, not just during their cycles. This tied
into another concem raised by the advertisers, based on the unpredictability of one's
period Advertisements Mplied that women could not accurately predict what would

happen and recommended they use 'mini pads' everyday to be 'sure'.
New fieedom mini napkins for Iight period &YS. for any &y in between
[Chatelaine Nov. 1973, p. 401.
most women experience vaginal discharge and need a littie soothing

[Good Housekeeping Oct. 1977, p. 2231.
Protection Without it you can't relax. Protection means cornfort Its security.
Confidence

[Good Housekeeping Oct 1977, p. 2231.

The feeling you get when you're with a man you can really count on

[Chatelaine Dec. 1973, p. 21.
The Stayfiee Mini Pad will comfortably help you through the days when you
don't know what's going to happen

[Good Housekeeping Sept. 1974, p. 301.

The advertisements suggested that these products solved women's womes

regarding accidents and mishaps. Everyday use of sanitary protection would give women
the security and confidence they required The products at this point in time had many
new features which supposedly contributed to women's feelings of security. They had
shields and panels to prevent stains and eliminate accidents. They were much thinner and
softer than earlier pads. These innovations contributed, the advertisements stated, to
women's confidence and security because it negated the need to Wear buliq clothing,

make excuses, or avoid participation in phy sical activities like swimming.
And with Confidets you hardly need to worry

[Chatelaine Oct. 1976, p. 751.

With Tassaway there's no more worrying about getting to the ladies room
before there's an accident

w e m o i s e l l e Jul. 197 1 p. 401.

There's less chance of accidents. Carefree Tampons are the most protective
you can buy

w s s Chatelaine. Apr. 1974 p. 241.

The shield covers the bottom and sides of the napkîn so it repels moishire and

prevents staining

[Good Housekeeping Jan. 1977, p. 551.

They've got a moisture proof shield with extended side panels tbat makes the

pad more absorbent and helps to eliminates stains
[Chatelaine Nov. 1979, p. 2151.
Their s 0 4 rounded edges make them a really cornfortable full-size napkin. Their
neat shape means you can Wear them under anythuig

[Redbook Sept 19751.

Just think what it c m mean to be rid of bothersome belts, pins and hot, builq

pads. No more excuses when you are asked to go swimming. No more
embarrassrnent about wearing clingy ski pan&
~ e m o i s e l l Apr.
e
1971, p. 1491.
The tell tale burnps and bulges are gone which is great with the nishions you're

wearing these days

[Chatelaine Feb. 1973, p. 271.

The underlying implicatioa of the advertisements was e
t if women used these
new pads and tampons, they would feel more confident and secure about menstruation.

nie products promïsed them &dom and frieshness.
For courage plus when you need it most

[ G dHousekeeping Feb. 1971, p. 501.
To bolster your courage that much more

[ G dHousekeeping Feb. 1971, p. 501.
Its the m o i m e prwf shield that keeps you secure and confident

[ G dHousekeeping Apr. 1977, p. 501.
Your world is the beach, bounded only by the sea and the sky. And the

only thing you really want is to live fiee every day of the month
[Chatelaine Iune 1973 p. 231.
It's the kind of protection that lets you feel as h h and dean as a new
blade of grass

[Chatelaine Aug. 1973 p. 281.

The advertisements advised women to deny the fact that they were meoshuating,

and to forget about their penods altogether. The pretext was that women would only be
able to continue theû daily activities if they could ignore the 'symptoms' of

The new Stay-Dry cover is sofier and much more cornfortable...so you can
forget al1 about it

[Chatelaine May 1979 p. 1541.

it's so thin You'll hardly h o w you're wearing it

[ G dHousekeeping

û c t 1977, p. 2231.

Don't be surprised if it makes you forget you're having a pend
[Good Howkeeping May 1971, p. 2 121.

As mentioned previously, there were m m y more choices available to women with

respect to the type of sanitary protection available. But above dl, the advertisements
encouraged them to have fun and refuse to allow their periods to stop them £iom what
they really wanted to be doing. Emphasis was placeci on king active and king an 'on the
go girl'. Gone were the demure passive 'Modess because' women of the 1950's. The

advertisements no longer portrayed the demure aristocrat type, rather women of the
1970's were fresh, carefiee and active at al1 times.

you're always a part of it..they make even difficult days of summer a time to
soak up a golden tan in skinny bikinis, to romp and leap and splash with al1 your
energy. .gives you ali this fieedom and confidence as weli
[Chatelaine July 1973 p. 321

Eighîies

In the 1980's, the image of women emerged as one burdened by their response and
management of their bodies not only during their menses, but also while not menstruating.
Advertken rea&med that in order to rernain clan and fiesh, they must be protected at
al1 times. It seemed that not only did the manufacturers create new concerns every

decade, according to the advertisements the old concems were never adequately solved or
eliminated by the invention of the new products. As an outcorne of advertising

campiùgns it seems that menstrual anxiety continued to grow as the years progressed, so
much so that by the 1980's. women had become constantly obsessed with me&
hygiene. In the 19803, there were many new ways of responding and managing to the

ever growing variety of new concems. The key wncern the advertisements seemed to
emphasize was to remain co~l~fantly
fiesh. The implication king that women should
strive to feel and be this way al1 of the time.
Added security and freshness. For women who want to feel especially fiesh,
ferninine and secure

plare Jun 1984 p. 111.

1feel fiesh, secure and confident

[Chatelaine Dec. 1985, p. 11 11.

Because now 1 feel clean, cornfortable and fke to do whatever I please
[Flare Sept. 1988, p. 2 3 7 .
A cleaner, drier feeling... draw wetness away fiom you

[Chatelaine Dec.1985 p. 1691.
Now you can feel this &esh all through your period..have a l i a delicate

fragrance that helps keep you feeling k s h an confident
[Woman's Day Dec. 1981 back cover].

Women of the 1980's had many more products to choose fiom than in earlier
years and choosing the right product thus became another of their concems. With such a

vast array of proàuct choices, a potential new fear for women would be not having the
right product at the right time, or not knowing when to use which product.

The

advertisements now advised women that it was necessaq, for their cornfort and security,

to use an entire 'system'. At this point, many of the products had developed 'systems';

which demanded different products for different days of the cycle, depending on the flow.

The New Freedom System
A fidi line of products for your needs

6"

2"

1/8"

With Tampon

For added
'

.

Confidence anytime

Between periods.
Mini Pa&

7"

S,,

318"

Light flow &YS

ThioMaxipads

8 5/8"

2 112"

2/8"

Medium Flow
/active days

ReguIar Maxi Pads

8 3/4"

2 3/8"

5/8"

Medium to

heavy fiow
Thin Super Maxi

9 U8"

2 4/8"

318"

Medium to
heavy flow/active

Super Maxi Pads

9 3/4"

2 318"

6/8"

Heavy flow days and

ovemight

Measurements are averages and may Vary slightly fiom one pad to the next

woman's Day Oct 1984 p. 1751.

It is interesting to note that by the 1980's. women were not only encouraged to

change their pads several times a day, but also to use different productç on different days.
Histon~allythis practice had been very different Greer wrote that women were advised
that "the napkias should be changed at least every moming upon dressing and at night

upon retiring" (Greer, 1902 p. 172 as cited in Bnimberg, 1993, p. 1 14). twice a &y and

oniy during their menses. In the 1980's, with the proliferation of SQ many 'innovative

and effective' products on the market, not oaly were women repeatedy changing their
pads throughout the &y, they were advised by advertisen that they should also use
protection on the days they were not even rnenstruating!

Another related message firom the 1980's advertisen was that women should still

be concemed with protecting their clothuig. Women were still concemed with an accident
occulTing, but where. once this anxiety was atîriibuted to women's clothing becoming

subsequentiy stained, the primary fear was now aligned with a fear of discovery. As
Coutts and Berg (1993) attest, fear of discovery is a prominent image found consistently
throughout rnenstrd product advertking .

STAY ACTNE.. .protect your shortest shorts,latest leotards and active

aftemwns

[Good Housekeeping

Mar. 1989, p. 951.

Unsurpassed protection and greater cornfort

[Wornan's Day Dec. 1981 p. 711.

New Freedom research has shown that women want protection and assurance

f?om a PAD

[Woman's Day Oct. 1984 p. 1751.

Now there's a ferninine pad that can help you get a good night's sleep. ..for

wbeatable protection ovemight

pogue Aug. 1983, p. 3691.

Stayfiee Maxi-Pads give me the protection 1can trust and cornfort tao

[Self Feb. 1980, p. 451.
So naturally 1 t w need inconspicuous protection

[Self Feb. 1980, p. 451.

Al1 New Freedom pads are now designed to give you what you want-protection
that helps keep you feeling dry

[Self Nov. 1984, p. 991.

This fear of discovery has become the predomhant issue that has permeated

rnenstd product advertisements over the years. The reasons, however, have changed
over time. In the 1920's and 19303, the fear was equated with k i n g well groorned and
ladyiike. By the 1980's. the ratiode seems different; the fear of discovery had become,

for these women, a much greater concem.
I love wearing clingy clothes but r m anaid m y belt will show through?
[Self Feb. 1980, p. 451.
We asked girls what bothered them about maxis, and they totd us they
didn't like big bulky pack that bulged and were uncornfortable to Wear
[Flare Mar. 1988, p. 1301.

The concerns about çtained underwear do not necessady foiiow fiom this fear of

discovery. Since one could assume that only the women would see the stains, the fear of
discovery was slim. Rather, the advertisements suggested that extra protection was
necessary to protect underwear from 'eveIyday ferninine discharge'. The advertisers
addressed this new concern with the invention of 'wings' or more specincally 'panty

protectors', which m e r reduced the risk of leaks and the subsequent fear of discovery.
to protect your new nighties, your baby blue sheets and your beauty sleep
[Good Housekeeping Mar. 1989, p. 971.

not only are aiways plus night maxis extra long and absorbent,but they have
wraparound wings that protect panties (and bedclothes)
[Chatelaine JuL 1988, p. 191.
Wings. Wraparound flaps that protect your panties...What clean dry protection

is made of

[Glamour Nov. 1989, p. 131.

DT*M the night way knowing your favorite gown is protected with the best
nighttime pad ever. ..SLip into your silkiest bikinis without a are...put on your

best suit and take on the town

[Ladies Home Journal Jul. 1989, p. 4 11.

A wrap around overflow/stain shield and a super hold adhesive strip give you

the selfassurance you want.

[Ladies Horne Journal Jul. 1989, p. 411.

panty protectors proteet you better where you've always wanted better

protection

[Vogue, Oct 1986, back cover].

Another concern associated with keeping menstruation a secret, was the idea of
the boxes of pads and tampons king disguised as well. This notion had corne fui1 circle

as it was also present in the early part of the century when women were able to buy
boxes wrapped discreetly in blue paper. Interestuigly, the idea of a disguised box reemerged sixty years later. Concurrent with the chaaging ratiode behind appearance and
grooming, the reasons behind a secret box were different as well. in the 1920's and

19303,women who had become accustomeci to contending with 'women's way* in the
privacy of their homes were now confionted with the ernbarrassing prospect (according
to the advertisernents ) of having to purchase their pads in public. This fear was

addressed by wrapping the boxes, as mentioned earlier, or reassuring women that by
simply mentioning the arnbiguous name of the product to the clerk they did not a d l y
reveal what b e y were buying. This fear and mode of marketing continued h o the
1980's. However the feeling of embamissment was no longer the sole ratson for the
secret box Now it seemed associated with the fear of discovery; if women were seen in

possession of a box. there were no feus as the box was disguised

uniquely disguised, cleverly disguised to look exactly like w b t it isn't
[Chatelaine Dec. 1985, p. 1031.

fits so good nobody knows but me! you can't see a thing
[Glamour, Aug. 1987, p. 2291.
even more discreet than ever before...two of the cutest Little boxes you've ever
seen they're so pretty and ferninine, you won? care who sees them...because
oniy you'll know what's inside

[Cosmopolitan Nov. 1989, p. 2931.

and I was grossed out to think everyone knew 1 had my p e n d
@?lareDec. 1987, p. 681.

Related to this secret box concept is the fear involved in transpohg the a
-

d

pad around in a purse. Reviously, carrying was not a concern as women were priniarily
at home, especially during their periods when they ofken retired to their beds. The pads

did not have to be carried anywhere and could be washed or burned after use preventing
disposal fkom becoming an issue. As women were exclusiveiy in the private sphere, these
concem of disposal and canying were virtually non-existent It is ody with the
movement of women into the public sphere that this has become, according to the
advertisements, another concern for women Advertisements convinced women that they
shouid be cautious when carrying the pack around and also with their disposai once used.

Hence, came the idea that each pad be individually wrapped for secrecy and canying
convenience. The manufachmrs developed littie 'saks'(sic) for easy disposal. Gone

were the days of wrapping the used pad in toilet paper, now then wete pretty, spotted,
colored 'paksY(sic)for women to use for disposal. These apparently were of great
convenience to women of the 1980's. Advertisements depicted women as busy and on

the go; at work or at play, and they neeâed this extm convenience when rnanaging their

This terrific b e l - D o t protection of New Freedom is easier to carry, easier to

toss

[ G dHousekeeping July 1987, p. 621.

And they corne folded, wrapped and tossed into an easy to stash sac

[Young Miss, Dec. 1988, p. 281.
discreet way to carry and dispose of ..tiny little paks for discreet canying and
disposal ofyour maxi...use'em and Iose'em, pack'm and scrap'ea take'em a
and leave'em

Wogue, Apr. 1985, p. 1591.

A persistent concern for women of the 1980's was the issue of king able to Wear

what they wanted; more specifically, what the advertisers advocated they should be able
to Wear.

ïhis theme was quite cornmon in the tampon advertisements.

without belts, pins or telltaie buiges...so go ahead and Wear your chgy clothes
[Self Feb. 1980, p. 451.
1reaily hated pads. They felt messy and bulky

F l u e Dec. 1987, p. 681.

tampons can't be seen or felt You'U feel cornfortable and secure even in mini
skirts, bikinis or tight jeans

plare June 1988, p. 591.

1 used to use pads but they feIt so gross and messy. And 1 was always worried

they might slip or show. So 1 practically lived in baggy clothes five days a
month

[Seventeen Aug. 1988, p. 291.

even Wear white without that uneasy feeling with,. WHEN YOU'RE STEPPING

OUT IN THAT SNAZZY WHiTE KNOCKOUT...tampons will take tenific
care of you

[Good Housekeeping Nov. 1980, p. 971.

when 1fïnaliy tried a tampon.. 1acW y felt cleaner

[Glamour, Jan. 1985, p. 961.

The tampons sidl generated some concems with women who used them. Women
did not want accidents with their tampons because. like pad accidents, tampon accidents
also had the potentid for discovery.
As you inxrt Rely, your body moishue makes the sponges expand till Rely

billows out to fit you soffly vimially wall to wall so there's less chance for

tampon by-pass..A even absorbs the worry

[ G dHousekeeping Aug. 1980, p. 2061.
So as your v

w muscles move or contract, Rely can move with them,

without slipping out of position

[Good Housekeeping Nov. 1980, p. 191.

Women of the 1980's were still concemed with managing their periods efficiently,
and the unpredictability of r

n

d flow remained an issue. The adverrisements

suggested that in terms of correct response and management, flow levels must be
accounted for. Specifically, women had to know what type of flow &y to expect in

order to know which product of the 'systcm' to use. Examples of this were evidenced in
the 1980's and into the 1990's.
every day, light days. medium flow &YS

light flow, heaviest flow

[Chatelaine Dec. 1985, p. 38-39].

[Seventeen Sept. 1988, p. 1651.

extra heavy flow, heavy flow, average flow
[Good Housekeeping Aug. 1980, p. 171.
different levels of flow

[Chatelaine Sept 1985. p. 1OS].

heaviest days, lightest days everyday
light medium or heavy flow

plare Apr. 1991, p. 681.

@?lareMar. 1991, p. 1231.

Women of the 1980's continued to be portrayeci as active and on the go, but now
advertisements promoted them as kueer women,busy with work and play who had
absolutely no time to deal with the concems associateci with having a period. These
women demanded cornfort and protection The advertisements told them that proper
protection would relieve their tensions and their fears of an accident o c c h g during their

periods. Marketing had created a need by convincing women they required an everyday
rnensûual management system. An idea which began in the 1970's continued through the
19803, and well into the 1990's.
They also give you an extra feeling of sureness if you Wear them with

a tampon on a heavy flow &y

[Chatelaine Nov. 1973, p. 401.

And of coune there are different bds of Kotex napkins. for al1 kinds

of women For you And your changes

[Chatelaine Mar. 1973,p. 321.

If you've been wearing two pads together, it's time to rethink your pad
New Always Double Plus gives you more protection in the middie

[Cosmopolitan ûct. 1989, p. 1891.
A pad designeci specifically for overnight protection for those nights when

even super maxi pads won't do. Perféct after cbildbirth as well
[Canadian Living, Mar. 1987, p. 1301.

Nineties
Although women had a spectrum of new products available to the- the concem
women faced, with respect to responding and managing their periods remaineci unchanged

In fact, many of their concems did not even exist in the earlier part of the century, when
disposable sanitary protection was first invented The concems raised by the

advertisements seemed to build as the years progresed. The advertisements responded
to partïcular fears associated with having ow's period by the invention of some new
version of a product e.g. wings. But with the arrival of each new decade came new

concerns. By the 1990's, there were a multitude of rnenstnd anxieties cfeated by the
advertisers and women had to cope with dl of them in relation to their bodies.
Advertisements went so far as to tell wornen to disregard the signs of menstruation and

feel like they wanted regardless of theu period The advertisements suggested that the
pads and tampons of the 1990's could help women forget al1 about their periods.

Coping with my period seemed complicated at first .. now I hardly notice... 1
don't even feel I'rn wearing it

[Chatelaine Oct 1990, p. 281.

Its important to h o w that life cm go on as usual even when I'rn having my

period

[Chatelaine Jan. 1991, p. 1191.

1 don't worry about leakage, 0.b. is so cornfortable, 1don't even feel I'm wearing

it

[Chatelaine Oct 1990,~.281.

1 never let my p e r d stop me

[Chatelaine Jul. 1990, p. 561.

I'd go cray if I let my period interfere with my normal routine

lyoung Miss Oct 1991, p. IO].
It sure is swell king a gal isn't it? Oh joy. It's that time of the month again You

don't know what you want. Yes you do. You want a super maxi that doesn't feel
like one...New Freedom.A s good as it gets until its gone

pile Mar. 1994, p. 2571.

The advertisements implied that women's menstnial flow was still unpredictable,

a coacern that originally arose in the 1970's. The solution was still for women to use the
'system' created by their favorite proâuct Regardles of whether women were actually

menstruating or not, the system idea ensureci that women continued to use some form of

protection daily (not everyday of their periods, but everyaby).
Your flow is unpredictable and in a matter ofminutes it can suddedy go nom
light to heavy to anywhere in between. So you get flow responsive protection
[Glamour, Oct. 1991, p. 701.

when your maxi doesn't fit that's disaster who needs disaster. ALways has a
fitting solution

pademoiselle Mar. 1992, p. 731.

stuck on this bus for 2 hours...no rest stops...absorb your womes...don' t worry
about accidents

voung Miss Mar.1992, p. 120-12 11.

The problem is I never seem to know exactly when I'm going to get it

[Young Miss Mar. 1992, p. 1131.
And for those times when you may be caught offguard Keep a s

d box of

tampons in your locker. It always worked for me.

[Young Miss Mar. 1992, p. 1133.

nie advertisements in the 1990's suggested that women use a new product
entitied 'Always Alldays'. The name of this product suggested that women needed to

use this product alldays-everyday. In fact another manufacturer suggested using its
products "Daily, except periods" (Homemaker, A p d 1997, p. 105). This seemed
contrary to what the notion of SaDita~~
protection used to be. According to the
advertisements, now women require protection al1 of the tirne .

Introducing Always Alldays odor-absorbing PanîiLiners. Now you can hold onto
that clean moming feeling longer...To help you keep that clean feeling longer.
Keep that clean feeling longer.

[Canadian Living Nov. 1996, p. 20 11.

Another message fiom the advertisers concemed the need to remain dry and clean

at al1 times. Cleanliness is an important concem in the 19903, women are told they must

maintain this feeling ail the time, and especialiy during their periods The implication
seems to be that women are always duty, and only if they use these products can they be
clean and confident,
Feel betîer about your p e n d . . Grom the very first time
[Chatel-

Jme 1990,p. 791.

For the way you live today ...new Tampa. Satin Touch Tampons to give you the
confidence and protection you want, anytime you need it.

[Canadian Living Aug. 1993, p. 1011.
Freedom, it's so good being able to do what 1want whenever I want
[Elle July 1993, p. 361.
Only one pair ofjeans has ever fit you so well. And one thin pad lets you feel

confident enough to Wear them

[Cosmopolitan Jui. 1990, p. 2151.

That's why we offer you a fidi range of Kotex PantiLiners, tampons, and maxis.
So you can chose what meets your needs best For protection Cornfort. And
security. So you can get on with one of the most important things in life. Being

younelf

[Cosmopolitan Dec. 1990, p. 2501.

Advertisements tell women of the 1 9 9 0 ' ~that
~ although îhey should always be

aware of the potential of staining their clothes and nllning their underWear due to

accidents, leaks or mishaps during menstruation, they must not blame themselves if this
happens. As Treneman (1989), stated "the belief-incessantly puhed by the myths of

menstnial product advertising-that menstruation is only 'dirty' if it is not concealed
through use of the correct products" (p. 162).

Stains that sometllnes result fiom having your perïod can ruin a delicate pair of
underwear

Elare, Jua 1993, p. 791.

Quit blaming yourself. Blame your pad. 2/3 women experience occasionally
p t y staining Yet most don't think ofblaming their pads pads that lave the

sides of their panties unprotected Or simply don't stay M

y in place. WeIl

there's hope. It's called Always Plus and it has mparound 'wings' that fold
around the sides of your panties and fasten undernath- So not only do they
provide coverage where no other maxi cm but they anchor the maxi securely in

place. So im't it t h e you stopped blaming yourself and got yourselfa good set
of wings?

[Chatelaine Nov. 1990, p. 1041.

Our core is so absorbent,it achially loch moistue inside. Away f?om you.
Making Always Ultra Plus less likely to leak

[Glamour Apr. 1991, p. 851.

In fact, it seems that manufac~irersare quite preoccupied with the dangers of
accidents and have, according to their advertisements, created new and improved pads to

help eliminate this nsk.
help prevent leakage. .security tabs and horizontal adhesive sîrips to reduce

shifing or bunching

plare Apr. 1991, p. 681.

protect you fiont to back, edge to edge. ingenious attachent wings

memoiselleMar. 1992, p. 1021.
anchor the pad securely

Flare Feb. 1991, p. 7 11.

Many of the concems that had &sen over the years were short Lived in duration

One of these was the concem with the enviromnent After trying many methods of
selling tampons; that they were more modem, easier, more efficient, and women could do

more when using them. another s e l h g point that arose in the 1990's was that they were

more fiiendly to the environment. This, as mentioned, was a short-lived concem!
And here's another cornfort: they're as kind to the earth as they are to your

body. That' s because they're totaily flushable and biodegradable
[Young Miss Oct 1991, p. 7l.
It's a new well rounded tampon Easy on you and the environment
[Flare Jun 1992, p. 951.
leaving you with fewer womes about the environment
Flare Jun. 1992, p. 951.

However women still had the same ConCern they had always had when using
interna1 protection. During the 1990's the tampon advertisements continue to address the

fean faced by young girls using tampons for the fint tirne.
But a friend told me that the string could break and then I wouldn't be able to
get the tampon out easily. 1s that m e ?

[Young Miss Aug. 1991, p. 13 11.

you could be womed that it might hurt to put one
[Young Miss Oct. 1991, p.

71.

It's lmowing Tarnpax Tampons aren't hard to use. Promise. Doing anythmg for
the first time can be a iittle tricky

poung Miss Apr. 1992, p. 1051.

If you insert the tampon properiy there should be no imtation to the vagina?
poung Miss Feb. 1992, p. 2 11.
And there's no embarrassing disposal either al1 you have to do flush the

tampon away.

voung Miss W. 1992, p. 1131.

'The safety issue with inserting the tampons was also addressed in the
advertisements. Women were concemed that the tampons were too dto adequately

'protect' which created once more the fear of accidents. The difficulty associateci with
inserthg and removing the tampons was an important issue. Another related concem was
the possibility of the tampons shredding and leaving fibers in wornen There was also the

fear arwciated with Toxic Shock Syndrome and rnanufacturen now began nmning
disclaimers in their advertisements. The nrst one found in the data was in October 1989,
and was perhaps not a contrived concern, but rather, one that advertisers were 'forced' to

include.
but when she showed me a Tampax Compak tampon, I couldn't believe it was
about the size of a lipshck! SO how is this M e thing going to protect me?

[Chatelaine Juiy. 1990, p. 561.
And with a linle practice, 1 could put them in and take then out very easily
and they didn't hurt!

[Chatelaine June 1990, p. 791.

Don't worry its impossible to push tw far.

plare June 1993,p. 611.

There is one fact about tampons you may not be aware of. They can actually

shed fibres inside of you.

File July 1993, p.

1541.

Advertisen portraya1 of the women of the 1990's is one of constant response

and management of their cycles. Especially after the 1970's when advertisements began
to suggest women adopt this practice at al1 times, not only when menstniating. This
created a whole new definition to the terni 'sanitary protection', in tenns of having to
respond and manage at al1 timesand to be concemed as well. It seemed that women had

an easier t h e in the earlier part of the century prior to the 'invention' of the everyday
menstnial management system.

How the advertîsements suggested women respond to and manage their periods in
'

the earlier part of the century had c h g e d dramatidly over the years. A method that
used to be portrayed as cumbersome and a handicap to women's lives was replaced with

the new convenknt disposable pad However, with every new decade, new concems and

new techniques of responding and managing arose for women to contend with. Mead of
simplifjring menstruation for women, manufiicturea and advertisers tramformeci it into a
more convoluted event for mensûuating women

The names of products as discuvered in the advertisements. Only the new
products for each decade will be mentioned

Twenties

In the 1920's there are few choices for women with respect to the new disposable pad
Pads
-Kotex

[Good Housekeeping Apr. 1923, p. 1251.

-Kotex Regular
-Kotex Super
-Nupak

-Modess

[Good Housekeeping Feb. 1926, p. 1461.
[Good Housekeeping Feb. 1926, p. 1461.

[Good Housekeeping Nov. 1926, p. 1571.

[ G dHousekeeping Mar. 1929, p. 2791.

-Super-size Kotex

[ G dHousekeeping June 1929, p. 1681.

-Bel& [Good Housekeeping

[Sept.1929, p. 2621.

Tampons
The commercial tampon was not invented until the late 1930's

not applicable

Thirties

Pads
The names remain quite consistent in the 1920's and 1930's with a few new additions

such as belts and deodorant powders
-X-Otic Belt

[Good Housekeeping Apr. 1932, p. 2101.

-Phantom Kotex Sanitaq Napkin
-Quest (new deodorant powder)

-Kotex Sanitary Belt

-Wonderu>ft Kotex

[Good Housekeeping May 1935, p. 1881.

[Good Housekeeping Aug. 1935,p. 1571.

[GoodHousekeeping May 1935,p. 1881.

-Kotex wonderfom belt

-delong d e h p s

[GoodHousekeeping Oct. 1932, p. 1401.

[Chatelaine Sept 1937, p. 3 11.

[Chatelaine Feb. 1934, p. 3 81.

-Hoszene sanitary Towels

[Chatelaine Aug. 1934, p. 301.

Tampons
-Tampa [Good Housekeeping Mar. 1938, p. 20 11.

Forties
--

Pads

By this time there are a few new products for wornen to choose fiom, as weii more
varieties ofthe same product were developed for Mering women's needs.

-Sanapak (san-nappak)

[ G dHousekeeping Aug. 1944, p. 1361.

[Good Howkeeping Mar. 1947, p. 1031.

-FE-Stride Modess

-Deluxe Sanitary Belt
-Miracle Modess

[Gmd Housekeeping Sept 1947, p. 2501.

[Chatelaine Apr. 1940, p. 361.

-Kotex. regular, junior, super

[Chatelaine Apr. 1949, p. 631.

Tampons

Internai protection was a quite a revolutiooary idea at this t h e , but apparently it caught
on
[GoodHousekeeping July 1941, p. 1281.

-Me&

-Holly-Pak Modem Intemal Tampons
-Tampax, regdu, super, junior

-Fibs (Kotex)

[ G dHousekeeping July 1941, p. 1571.

[ G dHousekeeping Feb. 1944,p. 2021.

[Good Housekeeping Feb. 1944, p. 971.

Fifties
-

Pads
-Regular, super and Junior Modess
-New Design Modess

[Good Housekeeping July 1950, p. 301.

[Good Housekeeping Sept 1956, p. 70-711.

-New Kota with WondersoR Covering

-Fems

[ G dHousekeeping Sept 1956, p. 70-711.

[Good Housekeeping J a n 1959, p. 1081.

Xotex with kimlon center

[ G dHousekeeping May 1959, p. 1351.

Tampons

-Putsettes (Kotex)

[ G dHousekeeping June. 1959, p. 1631.

-New Kotex napkins with soft impressions

wss Chatelaine. May 1968, p. 231.

-New Modess soff-form (with purse pack envelopes)

w s s Chatelaine. May 1968, p. 801.
-Scoa Confïdets

memoiselle May 1965, p. 671.
mdemoiselle Sept 1964, p. 561.

Miss Deb. (Kotex)
-Vee-Fom (Modes)

[Good Housekeeping May 1962, p. 1851.

-Slenderline (Kotex)

[Good Housekeeping May 1962, p. 1341.

-Kotams (Kotex tampons)

-New Kotex Plus

[ G dHousekeeping Dec. 1965, p. 451.

[Good Housekeeping July 1968, p. 1411.

-Modess...regular, super, Vee-fom, teenage

[Good Housekeeping Oct 1968,p. 2561.

-Kotex..regdar, new super, Slenderhne, matemity

[Chatelaine Mar. 1964, p. 731.

Tampons

-Carehx Tampons

[Glamour, Sept. 1969, p. 1401.

-Playtex

[Mademoiselle Aug. 1969, p. 2 1 81.

K T .'s

[Good Housekeeping J a a 1968, p. 3 11.

A whole host of products are available now for women to choose fiom

-Kotex New Freedom Super

[Chtelaine May 1979, p. 831.

-New Playtex Deodorant MaxifMini pads

[Chateiaine May 1979, p. 991.

[Chatelaine May 1979, p. 29 + 1541.

-Stayfke Maxi/Mini Pa&

-New M o m beltless napkins

-Newfretdom mini pad
Xotex Plus napkins
-Modess Soft Pack

memoiSeile Aug. 1972, p. 1091.

[Cosnopolitan Oct. 1974, p. 1171.

[Good Housekeeping Feb. 1971, p. 501.
[Good Housekeeping July 1977, p. 571.

[Good Housekeeping Oct 1977, p. 2231.

-Kotex Lightdays oval pads
-New fkeedorn Maxi napkins

[Chatelaine Apr. 1976, p. 791.

-New Super Stayfiee Maxi-pads
-Lightdays Feminine Pa&

[Chatelaine Nov. 1979, p. 2 151.

[Chatelaine Nov. 1979, p. 2001.

Tampons
-Carefhe o.b. Tampons

[Chatelaine May 1979, p. 1341.

-Tassaway (menstnüil cup)
-Modess tampon

[Glamour Mar. 1972, p. 1391.

[Good Housekeeping May 1971, p. 170-1711.

-Playtex's gentle giide

Xotex stick tampon

[Good Housekeeping July 1977, p. 821.
[Good Housekeeping Iuiy 1977, p. 2 111.

-Playtex Deodorant tampons

[Chatelaine M . 1973, p. 551.

-Super plus Tampax tampons

[Chatelaine Nov. 1979, p. 971.

Now there are a vast array, as products have developed their own 'systems' for wornen
to use; one thing for everyday of their periods and even 'in between' periods.
-Always with Dry weave

-Vania

[Chatelaine July 1989, p. 1031.

[Chatelaine July 1989, p. 41.

-Maxithins

[Flare Nov. 1987, p. 1591.

-Aiways Plus

[Flare Aug. 1989, p. 941.
[Cosmopolitan Oct 1989, p. 1891.

-AlwaysDouble Plus

[Chatelaine Sept. 1989, p. 471.

-Maxithins Uitra6t

Flare Jun 1984 p. 111.

-deodorant Maxithins

-New fieedorn (thin) maxi pads

[Chatelaine Jdy 1988, p. 461.

-New fkedom Ovemight maxi-pads
-New fieedom slim

[Good Housekeeping June 19û4, p. 921.

-

[ G w d Housekeeping Mar. 1989, p. 971.

-Ovemites (Kotex)

-Profle (Kotex)

[Canadian Living Mar. 1987, p. 391.

[Good Housekeeping Mar. 1989, p. 951.

[Chatelaine Jul. 1988, p. 191.

-Aiways Plus Night Maxis

[ Glamour Nov. 1989,p. 131.

-Always with wings

-Vania maxinight [Canadian Living, Mar. 1987, p. 1301.
[Young Miss Dec. 1988, p. 281.

-AlwaysSlender for teems
-Always plus wings

-Sure and Naîurai

plare Oct. 1987, p. 1951.
[Glamour May 19851.

-Stayfke Silhouettes body Shape Maxi's

[GlamourMay 1985, p. 3 191.

-New Sure and N a W maxishields

wogue Mar. 1987, p. 2851.

-Sure and Natural (with tiny totes)

pogue, Apr. 1985, p. 1591.

-New Sure & natural Super

-New Super Maxithins

Drogue

-Stayfke super maxi pads

-New fkeedom super

v o g u e Aug. 1983, p. 2071.

Aug. 1988, p. 2 151.

Pogue Aug. 1983, p. 3691.

N e w Wornan June 1983, p. 831.

-New Freedom (with carry & toss bags)
-New freedom maxi-pads thins

[Glamour Sept. 1985, p. 2921.

[Glamour Aug. 1985, p. 2931.

-New Always plus with panty protecton

Drogue Aug. 1986, p. 3651.

-Alwaysplus super,thin super, maxi pads

pogue Aug. 1986, p. 3651.

-Newfieedom *system*

woman's Day Oct 1984 p. 1751.

-NewM o m slim maxi [Chatelaine Nov. 1985, p. 2151.
thins [Chatelaine Dec. 1985, p. 1261.
Sure & Natural, regular, super, new

[Chateiaine Dec. 1985, p. 1791.

-Always. thin maxi, mini, maxi, PantiLiners
-Stayf?ee Silhouettes Thin maxipads

-New Confidets
-Sta*ee

[Glamour, Aug. 1987, p. 2291.

[Chatelaine Feb. 198 1, p. 291.

super maxipads

[Good Housekeeping May 1980, p. 341.

[ G dHousekeeping Sept 1983, p. 1231.

-New Super Maxi&
-Vania *system*

[Chatelaine Dec. 1985 p. 1691.

[Chatelaine Dec. 1985, p. 38-39].

Tampons
-Tampax slender tampons
-newo.b.sIender

[Chatelaine Aug. 1989, p. 711.

[Chatelaine July 1989,p.39].

-petal soft plastic applicator tampons

[Seventeen Dec. 1988, p. 701.

-new 0.b. handy packs

[CosmopolitanNov. 1989, p. 2931.

-new Tampax Compak

[Chatelaine Apr. 1989, p. 1551.

Xotex security tampons

[Good Housekeeping Mar. 1989. p. 991.

-Playtex slender regular tampons
-new Playtex portables

[Seventeen July 1988, p. 301.

[Seventeen Nov. 1988, p. 9 11.

4 . b....regular, super, and super plus

Flare June. 1988, p. 591.

-new Playtex (ddorant/slender regular) tampons

[Glamour Dec. 1985, p. 1491.

Nineties

Pads
The nineties contain all those previously mentioned with few modifications and additions

-menever

[Cosrnopoiitan Mar. 1990, p. 461.

-New freedom Kotrv (masiimasi super) Natural curved pads

[Chatelaine NOV1990.

p. 433.

-Kotes 'system*
-Always ultra Plus

[Cosrnopolitan Dec. 1990. p. 2501.
[Glamour Apr. 199 1. p. 851.
[Good Housekeeping Nov. 1990. p. 1571.

-New Stayfree super Long Pad

-newSure&NaturalUltrathins

[Glamour, Oct. 199 1, p. 701.

-sure and natural ultra thins

[Flare Apr. 1991. p. 681.

-Sure and natural prima

-Kotex Thidsuper

[Glamour,Oct. 1991_p.70].

[Redbook Mar. 1990, p. 221[Mademoiselle Mar. 1992: p. 1 021.

-New Stayfree Ultra Plus

[Mademoiselle, Mar- 1 992, p. 731.

-Always *system*

[Flare Mar. 19% p. 1251.

-Kotex Curved Maxis!long

[Flare Aup. 1994. p. 251.

X o t e s secure hold rnasiAong

[Flarr: Au-. 1997. p. 22-23].

-Kote.u Ultra thins masis
-Always ultra Maxis

[Flare Aug. 1992, p. 651.
[Flare Nov. 1992. p. 1 171.

-Always Ultra Plus long Maxis with wings
-Always PantiL iners

[Flare Jan. 1993. p. 1 1-32).

-Always Plus Maxis with winys

[Flare Jan. 1993, p. 21-22].
[Flare Jan. 1993. p. 2 1-77].

-Ultra thin always ultra maxis

-always ultra plus long maxi with wings

[Flare Jan. 1993. p. 2 1-22].

-Incognito ( Vania) Twin groove. plus. Cotton
-Always Ultra plus slendrr

[Flare Sept. 1993. p. 651.

[Young Miss Apr. 19921.
[Elle Mar. 1994: p. 2571.

-new freedom masirnums

-new freedom ultra thin maxis with stayput tabs
-Kotes ultra thin maxis

[Flare Aug. 1992, p. 22-23).

-New quick wrcips (always)

[Chatelaine July 1994, p. 98-99].

-Stay free Prima Ultn t hin Masi
-Stayfree Ultra plus

[Glamour May 1991. p. 1971.

[Chatelaine July 1994, Health Supplement].

[Good Housekeeping Sept. 1992, p. 651.

-new Always curves

[Canadian Living Mar. 1994, p. 1041.

-Stayfke 'system* [ G dHousekeeping Aug. 1993, p. 261.

Tampons
-Tarnpax Compak tampons

[Glamour Nov. 1990, p. 2733.

-New0.b. slender [Chatelaine Jan 1990, p. 151.
-Playtex slender tampons

[Chatelaine June 1990, p. 9 11.

-new Tampax cornfort shaped tampons lyoung Miss Oa. 199 1, p. 7.

-Tampax *system+

Flare Mar. 1991, p. 1231.

-New Playtex Ultiniates

[Cosnopolitan Apr. 1992, p. 2801.

-new Tampax cornfort shaped flushable applicator tampon
-new satin touch tampons (Tampax)

-confident tampons

plare Jun 1992, p. 951.

plare 0%.
1993, p. 1111.

Fiie July 1993, p. 1541.

Chapter 4: Analysis
Introduction

Patriarchy as a world view, is a dominating system that reinforces the relegation of
women to a second class status. Feminists agree that it is this patriarchal system in
society that disempowen' women and reinforces their Othemess. de Beawoir (1953)

agrees, c ' N ~what
~ , peculiarly signalizes the situation ofwomen is thaî she-a free and
autonomousking like al1 human creatures, nevertheless nnds herself Living in a worid
where men compel her to assume the status of the Other" (p. xxviiï).

Many may believe that the days d e n women were labeled as il1 or sick during
their menses have passed, but as Cayleff (1992) points out "we are witneaing resurgent

belief in the incapacitating effects of r n e ~ t i o n (p.
" 233). She goes M e r to explain

how "this ihess labeling serves to reinforce perceived disparities between the
normativdunimpaired 'rational' male physiology and its erratic/mcontn,llablefemale
counterpart" (Cayleff, 1992, p. 233). What this serves to do is to cast women as the

'social oppsite' or as de Beauvoir (1953) refen to ic as 'Other'. Indeed it appears that
Culpepper (1979) agrees with her as she states that wornen are seen as different and &en;
the inferior Other.

One way of ewmining the impact of patriarchal definitions and d e s on a society,
in particular on women, is to look at a specific aspect of the culture affecthg women;
menstnial product aclvertisements. Miller (1995) states in her p p e r "Wrapping and

Unwmpping", how advertising afZects change in culturai ideas and the pradces
surrounding menstruation, which is in effecf the social construction of menstruatioa
The texts of advertisements are rich with underlying assumptions and attitudes
that impart to women popular wisdom and advice as to how they should manage their

periods. In this study, menstnial product advertisements were examined in an attempt to
identify messages that counseled women to behave in a certain way. The goal of this

research was to identify the historical shifts in the definition of king' a rnenstxuaîing
women This particular chapter explores what it means to be a menstmating women
according to menstnial product advertisements through the last century. These
advertisernents specify for women how the event of menstruation should be properly
managed and handled Specifically, the impression given is that menstruation can not be

managed effectively without a wide range of these products and this contributes to
negative defuutions of menstruation for women

According to Berger and Luckmann (1966), The sociology of knowledge is
concerned with the analysis of the social construction of reality" (p. 15). This chapter

will address the changes and shifts in the social construction of menstruationover the last
centuxy and how these changes defhed femininity and womanhood. The social

construction perspective accounts for how a biological event, such as menstruation, is
subject to cultural values and constraints ( B m b e r g , 1993).
Mackie (1985), adapting a Marxian idea, defines false consciousnessas occurrhg
when those in the lower classes [women] accept as authontathe, the definitions of the
ruling group [men].Pa~archycreates a fom of false consciousness whereby women are

told, by advertisements in this case. to act and behave in a certain way. The feu for
.

many feminist writers, such as myself, is that women corne to intemalue these

patriarchaily based beliefs. These perspectives have important implications for women's

mental health, in pdcular selfesteem and self image.
This research builds upon previous work done by Berg and Coutts (1993, 1994,
1995). In their groundbreaking work on the social construction of menstniation and what
it means to be rnenstniating women in today's society, they developed several key

concepts. Two of the main ones;fenr ofrnenstruaI discovery and cornplex menstruai

management system have been incorporated into this work

This chapter presents an analysis of themes and the shifts in these ihemes, over
the past ninety years. It seems that as women's lifestyles and activities changed, so did
their concems and ways of maoaging their periods. In the analysis of the data, three main

shifts were identified that changed over the decades not necessarily in linear fashion, but
more as waves, which ebbed and flowed as historical events took place. These shifts

were discovered as discussed in the methodology section, through constant comparative
analysis of the data. Categories were initially developed: definition of women,

management and response, and naxnes ofproducts. From these, several concepts were
proposed which facilitated the analysis. The three main concephial shifts occur in
relation to the menstrud management kit, ferninine hygiene, and 'the time of the month'.

Menstnial Management Kit

nie concept of the merutruai management kit was denved dom Gofniuin's
(1961) concept of ide&ity<til. Goffman constructed this concept to describe the few

possessions heId by people in asylums; possessions which fiuictioned to distinguish
them firom other patients. In more normal contexts, clothing constitutes an important
part of the identity kit. Women's rnenstrual management kits are, according to the
advertisements, made up of the products they need to manage their periods.
Unfortunately, it seems that the current plethora of ferninine protection products, rather

than fieeing women, have had the very opposite e f f i t (Treneman 1989, also Berg &
Coutts 1994). Specificdly, what these writen seems to be saying is that menstruation

has becorne a very cornplex event Treneman (1989) states that "periods have become a
cornplex series of monthly problems requiring a massive imdercover efFortT'@. 161).

Berg and Coutts (1993) discuss how this 'proliferation phenomenon' has created a highly
specialized and complex rnenstrual management system; which aptly d e s c n i current
menstruai management kits.

Bnimberg (1993) presents an interesting look at how the industry's "elabration

of even more exacting standards of ferninine hygiene translateci... ïnto more and vaned
purchases" (p. 126). In other words, need creation fiom the rnanufacturers has extended
the curse for memtruating women Commenting on this expansion of the ' t h e of the
month', Bmberg (1993) states how rnenstniating women "routinely select fiom at least
three genenc types of protection (napkins, tampons, panty liners), each with different
absorbent capacities. And some use tampons and napkins simdtaneously and panty

liners ahost continuously throughout their cycle" (p. 126). Brownmiller (1984) also

presents an interesthg look at the menstnial cycle

A healthy system must be monitored and managea and the concentration

on details camot be avoided or put offfor another hour, for the coosequences
will be public embarrasment, a telltale odor, and a pile of soiled clothes @. 194).

In the early part of the century, women's rnenstruai management kits were made
up of homemade pads fashioned fiom cotton, chambray, linen, or cheesecloth. Women

typically made and washed the rags at home or burned them and the event was not one
that was talked about primady because women were typically containeci in the domestic

sphere, especially while menstruating, so it was merely considered 'women's way'.
Although cumbersome in how they were made and washed for reuse, such was the nature

ofmenstntal care.
What is of importance was the fact of the kit's simplicity. The advent of

disposable pads presented an alternative to mensüual cloths and rags. As seen in Figure
1, the choices facing women of the 1920's were simple and few. Women had to choose

between homemade pads or the new disposable Kotex or Nupak. Having the rnoney to

purchase the pads was a primary consideration. However, the reaiity of entering the

public arena was something that had considerable potential for embarrassrnent Therefore
it is evident how the commercial pads, in a seose, brought menstruation into the public

Figure 1
Menstnial Management Kit (1 920's)

Homemade 'Pads'

Regular

Super

-

Initially the choice of products were simple and few. Evemuallyywith the
proliferation of m e n s t d care products, choosing became much more cornplex, see F i p
2. As will be evidenced laîerythe products began to be promoted for use not just dining

menses, but as advdsements in the 1990 would advise, for use 'alldays, every day'!
Traditiodly wornen faced an event that required 'aîtending to'. and they dedt with it

simply and to the best of their ability. By the 199OYsy
women became involved in a
complexity of 'making sure' (Pattenon & Hale, 1985) in the work place, as well as at

home. Menstruation became something that must be hidden at aii costs and managecl with
a vimial plethora of specialized products, to be absolutely sure that discovery was
avoided From a simple basic rnenstnd management kit, it bas evolved into a cornplex,
multi-faceted system. From an event that required products for use while menstmating, it

has becorne one for use at al1 times, everyday.
To contemporary women this has come to mean that they must always be aware
and making sure. In the 1990's there are products for every possible 'need': need as
detmined and defined by the advertisen. These pamarchal definitions are an
mnornically based means of exploithg and reinforcing an existing patriarchal system of

myth and taboo. It could be argued that the needs created by the advemsers is driven by
profit making, but regardes of the motivation, the messages still concentrate on need

creation Although artificial needs could be resisted ,women need to be aware of and
sensitized to such created needs before we can expect such a resistance to occur.

The social construction of men~t~aîion
has come to mean something which must
be vimially hidden. denied and avoided. The impression is thaî if women m u t

menstruate. the idea is to deal with it easily and efticictntly with this plethora of products.
How women can use these products to their benetit, according to the advertisen is to use

the 'systems' put out by the rnanufacturen.

Figure 2

Menstnial Management Kit (1990's)

Kimberly - Clark

SecureHold
Long Cuwed

Super Maxi
Pads
fhin Long Maxi Pads

Hiddenness

Laws (1990). in her book Issws of Blood, presents the concept of 'menstruation
etiquette'. One of the fint rules, is that "sanitary Wear m u t be hidden firom men" (Laws,
1990, p. 44). more specifïcally, "women are expected to buy, store, and use them without

men noticingn (Laws, 1990, p. 45). Laws (1990) i n t e ~ e w e dmen who exhibited shocked
reactions u p n hearhg women discuss their menses or upon seeing the actuaI products in
peoples homes. She notes, tongue in cheek, that women had "done nothing actively in
order to cause this reaction.. just failing or refushg to take the trouble to observe the
etiquette which the males had corne to expect" (Laws, 1990,p. 45). This illustrates the
publidprivate dimension associated with having ones period and the hiding associated
with it.

In the 1920's the boxes of pads were wrapped in blue paper. Earlier boxes did not

even display the product name, but rnerely a red cross, an indication only to those who
'knew' what was inside. Advemsements advised women to keep their menses hidden

and a secret The event solely experienced by women had no place in a patnarchal

society, as menstruation concemed that part of the population that had no voice.
However, as L a w (1990) so aptly points out, "advertising...p r e a particular
problem...for to allow it, is to allow public acknowledgment of the existence of
menstniation" (p. 46). It is interesting, that although women were told to keep the
products private and hidden, the very fact that young girls were excused fiom gym classes
and women withdrew durllig their periods, made it a public event. Of course, menstrual

products advertkd in the media (at this time in print advertisements), aiso led to
menstniation no longer king viewed as strictiy a private event In early print

aàlertisements only the product boxes were s h o w in contmt to the advertisements of
today, where the actual product; the pad or tampon is displayed Although as Bancroft

(1995) states, that in England, "maybe we are making progress; sanitary protection is
now actvertised on TV, but only after 9 p. m ,the blood is only blue and the scenes are

breathtakingly coy but its a start* (p. 785).
George & Murcott (1992) examined the issues surrou11ding'going public' in their
arîicle entitled "Monthly strategies for discretion: shopping for sanitary towels and

tamponsn. What they discovered was that 'contriving to be dimeet' was quite an
involved process in that many individuais were quite concemed that "what they had just
bught be concealeci and as soon as possible" (George & Murmg 1992, p. 158). The

consensus amoag those i n t e ~ e w e dseemed to be that the products should be wrapped
and if not, the consumers wodd ask for it to be so "They wrap thuigs Iike thai So it's

alright So you don't have to sort of parade around t o m with them under your arm like"
(George & Murcott, 1992, p. 158).
And, as another informant put it, when a s k d of the importance of wrapping

"Yeah 1do ask especiaily, two bags" (George & Murcott, 1992, p. 159). Many

informants felt newspaper was the chosen wrapping as it not only hid the product, but
disguiseci it as well. Disguising the product was equally as important to these men and
women, even fiom one's own family. 4 had two bags. So wbody wuld see what it was.
Because 1 was with my brother as well." (George & Murcott, 1992, p. 159). Many

comments were primarily h m women, but the comrnents fiom men revealed not only the

hiddenness surromding menstdon, but the pohting aspects of it as wd,as something
to be ashamed of "Its pretty personal wallMg around with a box in your haad You

might see somebody you don? particular1y want to see. Or corne across the vicar or
something iïken (George & Murcotf 1992, p. 160). Or as this man put it Y don?
suppose a lot of women want to go around with a packet of Tampax on the top of their

shopping bags. Disgusting" (George & Murcoc 1992, p. 160).
This hiddemess can most obviously be seen in the way menstruation was
referred to in the advertisements. Early on, menstruation was referred to quite

hygienic handicaps

[Good Housekeeping Feb. 1926, p. 1461.

oldest hygienic problem
natiual complications
trying situations

[Good Howkeeping May 1926, p. 1911.
[Good Housekeeping May 1926, p. 19 11.

[Good Housekeeping Aug. 1926, p. 1461.

traditions and drudgeries which held her mother in bondage
[Good Housekeeping Mar. 1929, p. 2791.

hygienic distress [Chatelaine Mar. 1928, p. 65J.
one of the most ûying situation in al1 the years of womanhood'

[Good Housekeeping Apr. 1932, p. 1841.

on the days its hardest to atîain..carefkepoise'
[GoodHousekeeping Aug. 1935, p. 157.
women's most perplexing problem

[Good Housekeeping Aug. 1935, p. 1571.

limitations put u p n their activities

[Chatelaine Aug. 1934, p. 301.

women's normal monthly problem

[Good Housekeeping Mar. 1938, p. 20 11.

As time went on, especiaily diaing the 1960's and 197OYs,
the achiaf words;

'periods', 'flow' and 'menstruation' came to be used m the advertisements (dong with
the euphemisms) reinfmcing the public/pivate concept surrounding menstruation

waningdays

[Go& Housekeeping May 197 1, p.

[Good Housekeeping Mar. 1965, p.

2121.

2071.

heavy &YS &xi Housekeeping

Menstruation

Sept. 1974,p. 301.

[GoodHousekeeping Sept 1965,p.

in between periods

631.

[GoodHousekeeping Sept. 1974,p.

special needs

301.

[Chatelaine Mar. 1964,p. 731.

light days [ G dHousekeeping

your needs [Chatelaine Dec. 1964.p.

Sept. 1974,p. 301.

631.

menstniai ne&

first day

[Chatelaine Mar. 1973,p. 321.

wademoiseile Aug. 1969,p. 2181.

heavy flow days

wont &y

[Chatelaine Nov. 1973,p. 401.

demoiselle

Aug. 1969, p. 2181.

maxi &y [Chatelaine Aug. 1979, p.

p e n d memoiselle Aug. 1969,p.

671-

2181.

menstnial protection

embanassing time of the month

[Glamour Mar. 1972,p. 1391.

[GoodHousekeeping May 1962,p.

menstruai product

1771.

[Glamour Mar.1972,p. 1391.

periods [Good Housekeeping May

menstrual flow

1971,p. 2121.

wemoiselle Jul. 1971 p. 401.

Menstruating

this month.. next month

wasn't one of your good days

[ G dHousekeeping July 1977, p.

[Chatelaine Sept 1973, p. 401

82..

monthly period

mensîndage

[Chatelaine Dec. 1973, p. 531.

[Chatelaine Jaa 1973, p. 631.

off day [Cbateiaine July 1976, p.

anylevery &y of the month

101.

'thewrongday'

menstnial bypasdfluid

[Chatelaine h g . 1973 p. 281

[ChateiaineeeUct.
1976, p. 291.

the calendar [Chatelaine Aug. 1973

heavy flow days

P-281

[Chatelaine Nov. 1979, p. 9 7 .

,

The 'private, yet public' concept is also evidenced by examining the names of the
produas in the advertisements. In the early 1920's product names had no hidden
meanings, and as such, did not promote a feeling or a behavior that advertisen felt women

should exhi'bit as would be seen in the 1980's and 1990's.

Inthe 1920 the names of products were as follows;
Kotex

[ G dHousekeeping Apr. 1923, p. 1251.
[Good Housekeeping Feb. 1926, p. 1461.

Kotex Regular
Kotex Super
Nupak

Modess

[Good Housekeeping Feb. 1926, p. 1461.

[ G d Housekeeping Nov. 1926, p. 1571.

[ G dHousekeephg Mar. 1929, p. 2791.

Super-size Kotex
Beltx

[Good Housekeeping Iune 1929,p. 1681.

[Good Housekeeping Sept 1929, p. 2621.

.

By the later 1980's and 19907s,not only had the quantity of products increased

significady, their names reflected a strong behavioral message for women using the
products. Manufactmers, through the names of the products, seemed to be telling wornen

how they should behave and feel while mensûuting.
Always with Dry weave

Stayfree Silhouettes body Shape

[Chatelaine July 1989, p. 1031.

Maxi's

Always Plus

[Glamour May 1985, p. 3 191.

[Flare Aug. 1989, p. 941.

New fkeedom *system*

Always Double Plus

poman's Day Oct 1984 p. 1751.

[Cosmopolitan Oct 1989, p. 1891.

Vanîa *system*

New freedom (thui) maxi pads

[Chatelaine Dec. 1985, p. 38-39].

[Chatelaine Juiy 1988, p. 461.

petal soft piastic applicator tampons

New freedom Ovemight maxi-pads

[Seventeen Dec. 1988, p. 701.

[Canadian Living Mar. 1987, p. 391.

Kotex security tampons

New freedom slim

[Good Housekeeping Mar. 1989, p.

[ G dHousekeeping June 1984, p.

991.

921.

Playtex slender regular tampons

Profile (Kotex)

[Seventeen J d y 1988, p. 301.

[Good Housekeeping Mar. 1989, p.

new Playtex portables

951.

[SeventeenNov. 1988, p. 9 11.

Always Slender for kens

new Playtex (deodorantlslender

[Young Miss Dec. 1988, p. 281

reguIar) tampons

Sure and Natural

[GlarnourDec. 1985, p. 1491.

[Glamour May 19851

With the proliferation of products on the market, and the fact that they are

advertised openly in print advertisernents, on TV,in the media, as weii as in the stores;
menstruation has becorne something quite public, overt and exposed This is in

opposition to its earlier state that was private, wvert and hidden.

Systems
Systems were introduced by the manufacturers in the 1980's. Wbat this entailed
was, as rnentioned earlier, an expansion to wornen's meastnial management kits. Figure 3

demonstrates the system of one particular manufacturer. With a system women could be
prepared and confident, because they had products for everyday of the cycle; litedays

(sic), in between days, maxi days, heavy flow days. They couid be secure as they had
'made sure'.
These systems offered a way according to the advertkements, for women to
manage their periods efficiently and effectively. Women could obtain the various
proâucts they required fiom one company. This was indeed a very efféctive marketing
strategy, as women became convinced they must have they entire system in order to

manage properly. Advertisen sent out pamphlets advertking the new systems with

suggestions as to what to use on what &y.

In the 1920's. women used one product during theïr t h e ; the homemade pad they
had made fiom rags. This they made, washed and r e d With the invention ofsanitaq

protection products menaging menstruation became a different sort of event, public and
more open than before. E v e n W y sanitaiy protection becornes ferninine hygiene.
What becomes evident by the 1990's is that now women not only have to use a
different product on different &YS of their period, but they also have to use somahing
vimially everyday; according to the advemsers. This allows them to remain de-

fksh

and c a r e k everyday. The message king conveyed to women is they are &ty, not only
while memtmating but everyday, thus necessitating the use of this overabimdaoce of

Figure 3
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PrivatePublic: Public /Private
Public/Pnvate, was a continuum that was useful in decoding the messages implicit

in meostBial product advertisements. See Table 1.
Table 1.
PubIic/Private Continuum
--

-

-

-

-

-

The Polarities ofa Menses Social Construction Continuum
-a historical continuum-

Past

Present

A crediting physiological event

- s i p of womanh00d
-woman, mother rolts salient

A discrediting physiologicai event

<-

---O>

-&ted

femininiv

-'girl' (FEM) & proftssional roIes

Physiologicaî, 'matîer of fàctness'

Physiologicai, 'additional rneanings'
-fiars of discovery & discreditation
-Making sure

4tal with it

-Attendhg to

-

-

Secondary Issue: Secretiveness and Discovery
-a historicd continuum-

Public
Withdra~aipossible
-Absence was a 'public event'

Private
Withdrawal not possible

-Women menstruate
-Themes of sickness

-Fan. professional m o t menstniate
-Themes of healthy

Pnvate
Management kit hidden

-Products in 'secret' wrap

Public
Management kit not hidden
privataess
OProducts on display, accessible

- C o d a understood, advertising

-Advertised opening

- V q private

-Event must be hidden

Private product/public ment

past

Historicaily, menstmd care was private and hidden, menmual cloths and towels

were women's domain With the advent of commercial menstnial products the continuing
need for secretiveness was evidenced in packagmg. The menstnial products were
sequestered within boxes wrapped discreetly in blue or brown paper and women and girls

hid these products at home âom their husbands and nithers. It was not seen as
discrediting to have one's period but the demands of polite conversation preferred one not

to talk about i t Everyone knew what was in the blue box with the cross on it seen at the
corner drugstore. As Margaret in Are you there God? Ifs me Margaret discovers when
she and her fiiend attempt for the first time to buy sanitilry napkins: 'We wallced to the
check out counter with our SM
and walked away just as fast when we saw that there
was a boy behind the cash registern (Blume, 1970, p. 136). Although they were quite

ernbarrassed a -first when they W l y mustered up enough courage to retum to the
counter they completed their purchase by "not looking at his face and not saying anything

either"(Blume, 1970, p. 137). Wbat surpnsed Margaret and her friend is also

summsnied in the Modess advertisement "when you buy a sanitary napkin, a guy

behind the counter is the Ieast of your problemsU(Mademoiselle 1970). As Margaret
says, "That was ai1 there was to it! You'd think he sold that kind of stuff every &y of

the weekn(Blume, 1970, p. 137).

Milier (1995) notes how advertising, a public fom of communication,reveals
products hidden by salespeople and the consumers themseives, in this case, menstnial

products. Early advertisements show how the box was wrapped so as to be 'concealed'

and how women consumers codd help themselves to a box which did not 'declare' its
contents. This attempt to avoid embarrassment for women had to do with the fact that it

was not considered well-mannered for ladies to rweal their menstrual state, as might be
the case when manifestly, publicly, purchashg pads. However, the invention of the

disposable. commercial pad made rnenstniation a more public event The boxes of pads
were public, albeit wrapped in c o n d i n g paper yet there exîsted a sort of 'mutual

pretense' at this t h e , everyone knew what was in the boxes and why women withdrew'

but it was not discussed Although the fact that women were permitted to withdraw
fiom society during their tirne, that girls were excused âorn gym classes, that some
women took to their bed sick, made pends a public event, the silence nullified
acknowledgment As Berg (1996) -tes

'the publicness of m e n s t d products is clearly

not an indicator that the secretiveness s ~ ~ ~ o u n dmenstruation
ing
has been Med" (p. 3).
Similarly, Lovering (1995) writes how the silence that surrounds menstruation is

paradoxical as it is present in a time when sanitary products are very public.
Public product/private event: present
The passage of time saw a shift in societal atiitudes. Previously women with their

periods meant withdrawal, but their menstnial status was known and accepted as matter
of f q the 'way of women'! Although in some cultures, the menstruating women were
seen as poiiuting and hence subject to taboo,the fact that they were rnemûuîhg was

certainly not hidden The event was surrounded with a rnatier of fact attitude.
Furthemore, the awareness that women was menStNating was not a discrediting event; it

did not affect their reputation or the way that people viewed them. They were women:
'Othet. Actually it was seen as a sign of womanhood; women now had the ability to be

wives and mothers (Schroeder, 1976).

In conternpomy times,having one's period has the potential to be discrediting,
especidy to professional women If discovered, the danger is that their periods can be
used against them. Faced with the assumption that they lack the ability to function a s

men,the 'non-menshuators',menstruation is now seen as a threat to women's
productivity. Patriarchal power is distinctiy revealed, in that women shodd mask the

symptoms of their periods and society shodd remah unaware of the fact that women are
rnenstruating. Meastruating women can no longer withdraw nom society as this
acknowledges the fact that they are rne~l~f~ating
and will thereby discredit and taint their
femininity and their ability to perform (the v e v fact that menstruation is soIelya female
act seems to be lost at this point). The act of menstruation must now be hidden, but

withdrawai fiom conternporary society is no longer the accepted solution as it had been in
the pst. Menstruation is no longer a taken for granted evenq or a simple physiological
fact to be dealt with. Women m u t now conceai their periods; they must not discuss it,

nor display the products they use. They cannot admit to experiencing cramps, or
headaches, and m u t go about daily life as usual...as 'ment.
Women now encounter a double bind situation, ifthey menstniate they are

considered undesirable because they are differetlt, Le. not like men, ironically when

menses cease, women are redefined as no longer king women due to the loss of fertiiïty

and chiid produchg abilities. It is a sihiatioa that has no winning solution

Today menstnial products are not hidden; they are openly seen in stores. on
television and in print aclvertisements. Although the products are readily seen

eveqwhere the act of menstruation itself continues to remain hidden and not talked
about The idea of women having their penods is not discussed The women ideaked by

a consumer sociedy, the ones found in the advertisements, are fun loving and desirable,

and that is quite simply what women shodd strive to be. Advemsen not only aim to
convince women that these are the best products for them, but imply through theù ads a
sense of 'fireshness, and clediness' that apparently is the opposite of whaî happens at
menstruation, that is, the term unclean aises again These idealized women "do(es)not,
cannot menstruite" (Berg & Coutts, 1994. p. 15). By this, one infers that women viewed

as fun loving, clean and pure, and carefiee cannot possibly be menstruating (in the
patriarchal sense of the word: unclean and dirty). These women have k e n labeied FEM
by these researchers. If FEM are discovered to be rneastxuating, their mensûual statu

will discredit them and label them as being 'sicK and marginalized as in the pst "...today's
woman is determined to prove that she cm do her job "like a man" even when she is

feeling most like a woman" (Trenemm, 1989. p. 157). In a world where they are t q h g
to be normal, like males, their periods threaten their que* They take precautions against
king discovered, they 'make sure' vatterson & Hale. 1985).

Even the expansion of the mensmial management kit displays this private/ public
concept quite weil. As the kit became potentiaily larger and larger, a consexpence of the
prolifieration of needed products, there was even more need, according to the advertisers,

to keep period supplies hidden Not only were there more products to hide, but the

mind-set suggested to women that they fcel shame while menstniating and should in fact

keep their menstruai status hidden
Sanitaw Protection: Ferninine Hygiene
Dirtiness of Menstruation

Ancient Hebrew traditions viewed menstruation as a sickness. According to their
teachings aii 'issues' fiom the body were considered unclean and menstruation was

considered such an issue (flow) (Culpepper, 1979). Menstruating women were used for
cornparison to homble filth References to uncleanliness can also be fond in the Bible
(Leviticus 15). Menstruation in this faith was associateci with clediness, or m c l e a ~ e s s

as the case might be. "A woman had to take great care to know when she was

menstnrating and to observe d l the laws about menstruation, lest she transmit her
Uncleanness to othen, for not only was her mensûual blood Unclean, but she herselfwas
Unclean" (Culpepper, 1979, p. 141). The laws were quite strict, dictating that
rnenstruating women be required to examine themselves two times a &y (momhg and

evening) and before intercoune with 'test rags' to be sure they were clean ,with no sign
of blood (Culpepper, 1979). Menstruating women were referred to as 'niddah' wfüch

translated Literally, meant to flee, to banish, state of unclea~ess~
menstnial uncleanness,
menstruation, a menstmant (Culpepper, 1979).
Unfortunately these views towards menstruation are not as ancient as one might
think. Many of these attitudes continue to be expressed in menstnial product
advertisements. Brownmiller (1994) states how it seems tbat "the menstnial flow,

despite its testament to femaie fertility and to gender, runs diametncally counter to the
prired ferninine vimies of neatness, order and a dainty, swwt and clean appeanuce" (p.
194).

Miller (1995) discusses how, in Japan, when women purchase sanitary protection
'sein yohin' (translation menstnial supplies) they encormter a cultural stigma that sees

the pads not only covered in 2-4 layers of papa and plastic wrapping, but then placed in
a paper bag which is taped shuî and then placed in a plastic shopping bag; a total of 6
layen of wrapping. This practice, Miller (1995) feels, indiates "betiefs about the act of
menstruation and the necessity of keeping it 'protected' and concealed"(p. 1). Although

she provides possible rûisons for this practice, the one of interest here is contamination.
The idea of contamination suggests that wrapping the pads keeps them separate nom

other purchases which might in turn becorne contiuninated by contact This seems to
CO*

the idea of dirtiness associated with menstruation and the menstruating women

which is Iùiked to the idea of hiddenness. Accordhg to Treneman (1989) we mut,

"...lookat the referent systems of advertisements... to realize that we do see the
menstnial blood as dirty-so much so that not only must it be hidden âom view, its

presence must not wen be suggested" (p. 16 1- 162).
The blood used to be viewed as not only dirty but dangerous as well. This had
important implications as to how women were viewed, particularly upon e n t e ~ g
menarche. Early scientists' wncems surrouuded the idea that the blood was dangerous to

a women's health and weU being. They felt that the old rnethods of protection were
d

e because the blood could be reabsorbed fiom the non-absorbent pads. This had

important consequences for safety according to medical authorities of the time (Bnxnberg,
1993). Laws (1990). when talkiag to men about menstruation, o b s e ~ e d
that a good
majority of them rnaintained a pollution belief, in that they viewed the menstnial blood as

'king sort of dirtf. She goes m e r to state that the "sense that menstruation is dirty is
also present in what the men said about the srneil of menstnial blood and about their
feelings about sanitary wea?' (Laws, 1990, p. 34).
At the advent of the twentieth century the thinkng changed to considering the

blood as not k i n g considered dangerous, but dirty and to be avoided at dl cos&. As
women were k i n g adwed by medical authorities to avoid contact with the menstnial

blood, the invention of the disposable pad was a blessing to women The advertisernents

claimed women were no longer required to rernain confined to the home during their
periods since they could dispose of the new pads anywhere. As well, they were able to

obtain the pads easily, not however, without some embanassment. Advertisements

assured women that using these new pads would solve aii their worries. They would no
longer have to be concerned with sanitary protection as the new pack would absorb and
protect them against dl sorts of accidents and mishaps associated with having periods.
However, another shift occwed, with women becorning the focus of the dimness.
Advertisements in the 1970's suggested to women that they needed to Wear some fom of
sanitary protection every day, regardless of whether they were menstniating or not.

They were told that everything needed to be protected; clothes, sheets, even panties. The
impression given was that where once only the menmual blood was once considered

dirty discharge, now women themselves were viewed as dirty. What was once considend

sanitary protection, that of mamging periods effectively and efficiently, had changed to

feminine hygiene where women are constantly responding and maaaging every &y ofthe
menstruai cycle.
The "Cime of the Month"
This concept is concerneci with demonstrating how the definition of 'the time' has

expanded over the past century. Even more f'ascinaîing, is how the advertisers have in
fact reconstructed the event of menstruation to become one that affects women every
&y of the month Women need to make sure not just dMng the menses, but everyday.

Berg and Coutts (1994) in discussing their core variable of 'tainted femininity' present the

idea that the 'time of the month', the curse, has been greaîly expanded "attendhg to one's
period involves decisions concerning a plethora of products, each portending to offer

unique attnbutes designed to minimize the intrusion caused by the menstnial episode"
(p. 12).

During Menses

Until the 19703, advertisements advised women to use sanitary protection during

their periods. They advised women c ?ow they couid feel better, fiesher, and more

carefkee durhg 'that t h e ' if they used a given brand of product ln due tirne, a shift
occurred and women were now advised to use 'mini pads', not o d y for backup with their

tampons,but for light flow days as well. This created not o d y another addition to the
kit, but evenhially redefhed and lengthened the menstruai period for women Further

lengthening of the rnenstnial period flow occurred when advertisements achrised women
that if they wanted to feel this 'great', this 'k'every &y (read nofjast during menses)

they shouid use the newly Uivented 'panty liners'. In their provocative look at waat it

meam to be a menstmating wornen in today's world, Berg and Coutts (1994) refer to this
lengîhening of the flow as "extending the need for femininty maintenance"(p. 16). They
also dixuss how this myth of the 'extended curse' works to d

e ferninine hygiene an

everyday concern that requires specialized products.
Extending the menstnial status has severai imphcations for women hiexutrual
product advertisements counseI contemporary women to make sure constantly. As well,

conternporary women always need to Wear sorne fonn of sanitary protection Not only
are theu kits expanded, so are the definitions of themselves as dirty. They are considered

dirty becaw now they have adopted the role of menstnüitor at d times, not just d e n
îhey are actually rnenstniating. A cornmon theme in m e d product advertisements is
that menstruating wornen are unctean Thus if the Length of the 'period' is expanded, so is

the time of women's uncleanliness. In effect, women are alwys menstruton because
they are always potentially unclean.
Activity Level

In the 180O's, women were generally considered incapacitated, Ml and weak.
especially during menstruation. They were constantly king told to concentrate their

energies on the "proper and full development of (her) utenis and ovaries ... curtaü al1
activities outside the home...the only d e tasks were routinely domestic" (Cayleff, 1992,
p. 230). The attitudes of the time kept women at home and uneducated Women

apparently faced the risk of "ovarkm induced mental incapacitatîon" (Cayleff, 1992. p.
23 1) if they dard to undertake other activities, such as education for example. The

litetanire presents many examples that by pursuing inteliecfuai development, women

risked "proper physical development" since it was the "stooping position ...sedentary
life" that caused damage to their bodies (Cayleff, 1992, p. 230).
What all these attitudes and authorïties serveci to prornote was a "deeply
imbedded cultural ambivalence toward women's intellechial punuits and adVities outside
the domestic r e h " (Cayleff, 1992, p. 23 1). In relation to menstruation, it was "prwf

positive that women's ties to home and hearth were biologically determined and thus
socidly justifiable and immutable" (Cayleff, 1992, p. B I ) . This was h g e l y due to
patnarchal dennitions of meastniation which reinforcd the idea of women as
incapacitated and kept hem in a second class state. Although they were not in actuality

'sick' ,many came to believe and internalize such definitions. These male definitions,
served to reinforce the myth of keeping women in the home and in bed during menses.
'Yorced rest for women during menstruation was a result of custom and men's wishes-not

physiological necessity.(Cayleff, 1992, p. 232).
As mentioned previously, this is a classic example of false consciousness in that

women 'knew' their incapcitation to be me.They had accepted these definitions and
incorporated them into their way of thinking and way of Me. By portraying dl women as
"rendered incapacitated by menstnial dificulties" (Cayleff, 1993, p. 233), the world view
was able to systematically keep women in the private sphere of society as wives and

The expeaafions surrounding the capabilities of menStniating women has also

changed over the yean. Women in the later 1800's were considered sick, fîail and

iicapacitated, especially during their penods. Because of the incapacitation associated

-

with periods young girls were excused h m physical activities. Current research bas

show that withdrawal is a W y the 1 s t thing women should be doing during their
penods, since physical activity is essential in relieving cramps and related issues during
penods (Nicolson, 1995, also Landsberg 1974). As well, sorne feminists, argue that

withdrawal only serves to segregate women
Women in today's society avoid being seen as different or requiring special

treatment during menstruation They want to be considered equal playea in
contemporary society. Anythmg that would make them appear different or nsks defïning
them as 'ûther' is to be avoided at al1 costs. Researchers have discussed how women and
girls live in fear every month that their flow will leak and 'show' on their clothing,
reuiforcing the myths that they are undisciplined, out of control and not to be tnrsted:
M e r reason to discredit them (Miller, 1995 also Berg and Coutts 1993). Being seen as

menstruating women in today's society continues to be discrediting to women Thus, as
mentioued, women employ elaborate meanires to make sure the nsk is minimized

CfediVDiscredit
As noted in the introduction, menstruation is a physiological event that has corne

to be defined as something which needs 'hi@ tech' management and careful planning.
Menstrud product advertisements have certainly fostered this shift Menstruation has
become an went eliciting psychologicd distress for women in regards to the products
they choose, how they use them, and whea to use them. Because women are advised to

use some sort of protection everyday, even when not menstruating, the m

d

management kit has also greatiy expanded Menstruation in the 1990's is d
idiscrediting
to women especially if revealed Building on the very real fear of discovery, women are
advised by advertisers to purchase products that will ensure that there is no threat of
anyone discovering their menstnial status. Merely attendhg to is not enough. ferninine
hygiene must be managed continuously "The fear of discovery is a major concem of
women who are men~tfll~~ting,
reinforceci by the less than subtie advertisements for
m e n s t d products (Berg, 1996, p. 2). Although it is well hown that most adult women

(under the age of fifty), menstniate once a month, admittïng to this fact is simply not
permitted Furthemore, the embarrwment associated with king discovered links to

discreditation Admitting one is menstniating is tantamount to disaster for 1990's
women. This is quite a cirastic change fiom the earlier century, when women were able to
'admit' quite k l y in the sense of king able to withdraw.

The reasons for hiding one's period have changed over the yean. As Berg and
Coutts (1993) pointed out, "women are encouraged to employ a cornplex management

system to avoid menstruai discovery which was a manifestation of tainted femininity"
(p. 189). Whereas the fear of discovery had previously k e n equated with not king

ladylike or proper, the fear of discovery in contemporary society is quite dinerent. Being
well-groomed, dainty and poised was critical to women of the early years. The women in
the advertisements were 'ladies', as seen in the 'Modess because' advertisements. Behg

h o w n as a menstniator, was not only to be labeled as unclean, but was specificaily
associated with improper grooming.

Today's reasons for hiding menstrual status are vastiy different b r n the past As
Berg (1996) puts i& 70be caught as a rnenstniating women is to be seen as one who

cannot be expected to fimction normally ( n o d y , as a man)" (p. 7). In our patriarchal
mciety ,especially in the professionai world, women must be seen as the same as men in

order to compete with men. This was not an issue in the 1920's as women were not
considered equals. Very few women were employed in careers that competed directiy

with men and the fear of discovery did not involve potential discreditation Women
today must go so far as to avoid king defined as menstruaton.

The nom is to be a non-

mensimator (men)as Miller (1995) mentioned in her article " Wrapping and
Unwrapping". Berg (1996) noted that "women portrayecl in menstnial product
advertisements appear to be obsessed with controlling or denying the effects of their
periods" (p. 8).

George & Murcott (1992) offer a commentary on how industrialized societies
prescribe that menstruation be concealed, discreet and private. The overriding attitude is

that it is a confidentid matter, to be discwed behind closed medical doors
(reemphasizing its medicalùed state). This seems to be the d e ; to keep it private,
hidden and the fear is that if it does surface in public it will cause a disniption in orderly

social affairs. It does seems to be quite pervasive in its own right however as a "sociomedical problem....a defense in a court of law. ..associateci with poor occupational

performance....absenteeism in employrnent..or even fiscal policy" (George & Murcott,
1992, p. 147).

This fear of discovery is all encompassing In their study George & Murcott
(1992) asked, "How does one honor the requirements for discretion at the same time as

having to 'go public' when buying the products" (p. 147)? Whose and what requirements
these are seems to have been defined and set out by a patriarchal society. The authors
admit that a 'tension' exim between the private and the public so much so that in
shopping for products, the "presence of others and/or the risk of betraying publicly the
precise nature of the purchase are paramout" (George & Murcott, 1992, p. 155).

In the 1990 's,when women are still strugghg to be accepted as equals in a male
dominated world, anythmg which serves to make them different, including femininity, it
seems, must be hidden In fact, their differences must not ody be hidden, but virtually
eliminated Having one's p e n d has the potential to be discrediting to women The threat
of discovery is very real. Like PMS,periods if discovered, can be used against women

Jokes will arise about women king moody, irrational due to 'being on the mg'. They will

be considered unable to function 'as men'.
Real issues vs. created fears
Treneman (1989) claims that the absurd number of m e n s t d products that are
available for women's use, as well as the number of advertisements associated with these

products, only serve to heighten rnenstnial embanassment, not to eliminate menstnial
shame. Real issues are something women expience that really do have implications in
ternis of managing their pefiods. In the early 'homemade pad years' these included

chating, irritation and absorbency. Some examples of reai issues facing women in the

1920 are as foilows;

solves a difficult laundry problem

worn longer without

[Good Howkeeping Apr. 1923, p.

irritation..downy super

1251.

sofk....marvelously soft and

pad now available to women

comfortab1e [ G dHowkeeping

everywhere [ G dHousekeeping

Aug. 1926, p. 1461.

Oct. 1923, p. 123.

gives women freedom, comfort,

easy to dispose of

standards of health never before

[Good Housekeeping Oct 1923, p.

possible [Good Housekeeping June

1231.

1929, p. 1681.

oldest hygienic problem

wideenoughforsecurity...willnot

[Good Housekeeping Feb. 1926, p.

crease or chafe...never pulls or binds

1461.

[GoodHousekeeping Sept. 1929, p.

deodorizes with a new secret

2621.

disinfectant [ G dHousekeeping

that feeling of complete safety and

Feb. 1926, p. 1461.

comfort...you are never aware of any

no bother, no expense of laundry.

self consciousness, any

Simply discard..as you would paper

hesitancy...outdooractivities are

without embarrasment

possible now at any t h e

[Good Housekeeping Feb. 1926, p.

[Good Housekeeping Sept 1 929, p.

1461.

1401.

gayest, filmiest fiocks may now be

added cornfort, finer grooming, better

worn without a moments thought.

health [Chatelaine May 1929, p.

Social deman& are met in confidence.

691.

One iives everyday ...unhmdicapped.

recomrnend it over the unscientific

protection both absolute and

methods of grand mothers &y

scientific [Good Housekeeping May

[Chatelaine Feb. 1929, p. 471.

1926, p. 1911.

no evidence of sanitary protection
under any gown

[Chatelaine Sept. 1928, p. 551.

ends an important fear-that of
offense to others

[Chatelaine Sept. 1928, p. 551.
homemade pads that are unsanitary
and so ofien dangerous to health

[Chatelaine Mar. 1928, p. 651.
better class women ernploy Kotex

and will accept mthing else
[Chatelaine Mar. 1928, p. 651.

However, in the interest of need creation, manhctures continue to add more and more

products to the menstruai management kit, so much so that the created f m outnumber the
r d issues. In fact is seems that advertken are creating new fears almost every year. Women

are wamed by advertisers to be concemed with accidents, mishaps, odor, fluid bypass and,

now,every&y ferninine discharge. Ferninine discharge necessitates that clothes, panties and
sheets must be protected by the continuous use of linen. The concems facing women of the

1990's are not the same as the ones the women of the 1920's face4 they have been modified,

added to,and expanded;
extra strip means extra protection..peace

specialiy proportioned for her discretion

of mind [Chatelaine July 1990, p. 1151.

and cordort. ..makes becorning a women

pretty portable linle pouch packs

even nicer [Chatelaine Oct. 1990, p.

[Flare Oct. 1990, p. 661.

1341.

new protection fiom side accidents...run

quit blaming yourself...blame your pad,

into trouble...peachy new idea

2/3 women experience occasionally

[Cosmopolitan May 1990, p. 3871.

panty staining . Yet most don? think of

pair of jeans....pad lets you feel

blaming their pads...that leme the sides

confident enough to Wear them

of their panties unprotected. or simply

[Cosmopolitan h l . 1990, p. 2 151.

don't stay firmy in place...

dry cornfortable and secure whenever

..wraparoundwings that fold around the

[Cosmopolitan Mar.1990, p. 461.

sides of your panties and fasten

feeling confident is a big part of feeling
good about yourself

helping to keep you a whole lot cleaner
and drier...a very good way to feel
[Chatelaine Oct 1990, p. 1341.

undemeath...provide average.. .anchor
the maxi securely in place.. .isn9tit time

you stopped blaming yourself .
[Chatelaine Nov. 1990, p. 1041.

shape to fit your curves...protect you

surfâce of our pad stays clean and dry

like no.. .a more secure fit,. betîer

...more coverage more protection

protection ,especially the leakage

[Glamour Apr. 1991, p. 853.

protection ever

protection like nothing else. ..no accident

[Chatelaine Nov. 1990, p. 431.

[Good Housekeeping Nov. 1990, p.

help protect you and your undergarment
[Flare Nov. 1990, p. 531.

flow is unpredictable...cm suddenly go

Iife doesn't stop for your period

fiom light to héavy to anywhere in

[Cosmopolitan Jan 1990, p. 531.

between...fiow respousive protection

protect against side accidents...prevent

[Glamour, ûct 1991, p. 701.

accidents.. .protection like this is no

protects better ..discreet enough O Wear

accident [Cosmopolitan Dec. 1990, p.

with anything you like

2631.

[Flare Sept. 1991, p. 791.

better nighttime protection.. how you

your need to feel secure

feel each day...howwell you sleep each

[Ladies Home Journal M a y 19911.

night [Cosmopolitan Dec. 1990, p. 2501.

Wear a thick maxi,it feels like you' re

feel secure enough to do anyuiuig

wearing a pillow

anytime.. .personal fit, protection,

[Glarnour Aug. 1991, p. 771.

comfort and security.. .you can keep

keep the surface cleaner and drier...wrap

doing what you want whenever you

around you panties for more coverage

want [Cosmopolitan Dec. 1990, p. 2501.

[Glamour Aug. 1991, p. 771.

so you c m get on with one of the most

let nothing corne MW you and your

important things in life, king yourself

day...fit any size undergarment and help

[Cosmopolitan Dec. 1990, p. 2501.

prevent leakage...security tabs and

loch moishire inside away h m you

horizontal adhesive strips to reduce

less likely to leak

shifting or 'buaching'

Fiare Apr. 1991, p. 681.

effective protection for your entire

helps hold the pad in place...gi ve me

month Flare Apr. 1991, p. 681.

extra protection right where 1 need it

panty protecting wings.. .anchor the pad

piare J ~ Q1993,
.
p. 21-22].

securely...cleaner and drier too

gives you the protection you need with

plare Feb. 1991, p. 711.

the cornfort t you want

favorite gown is protected. .S00/0more

[Canadian Living, Aug. 1993, p. 1201.

coverage than ordinary maxis for exira

introducing the no worry no show maxi

protection...so you can put on your best

p o u n g Miss August 1991, p. 711.

suit and take on the town

thui as a piece of gum or your favorite

[Redbook Mar 1990, p. 221

CD voung Miss August 1991, p. 711.

protect you front to back, edge to edge.

big protection in skinny pad that

Ingenious atîachment wings help o u pad

doesn't show...under your mini skirt or

stay securely in place for better

your tight white jeans

protection al1 around

poung Miss August 1991, p. 711.

demoiselle Mar. 1992,p. 1021.

'no show' maxi ..nobody knows when

pad ..as thin as your lingerie.. .Aesigned

you're w e a ~ agtampon same with

to stop accidents before they start

new...

m e m o i s e l l e Mar. 1992, p. 1021.

cut narrow to fit even the teeniest bikini

when your maxi doesn't fit that's

panties Woung Miss Apr. 19921.

disaster

have this aatloying habit of shifting and

if your maxi doesn't cover you in al1 the

moving and just not protecîing like

right places, then accidents are bound to

they' re supposed to...helps them stay in

happen-so why let disaster strike

place better (about time somebody

wdernoiselle, Mar. 1992, p. 731.

straightened this out)...-y

ali I want to feel is 'morning f?e& every

r e d y protects

day

plare Mar. 1994, p. 1031.

s in place and

it sure is swell king a gal isn't it? oh joy
its that tirne...designecl to feel thinner and

..

fit better...as good as it gets until its gone

see it.. .could put them in and take them

Elle Mar. 1994, p. 2 5 7 .

out very easily and they didn't

on top of it all...your pad is somewhere

hurt...donlt have to worry about leaks

between your beliy button and your

and stains. So now d e n I get my

tailbone. womanhood what a concept

period, 1feel clean and totally

ugh! its that time... we'd like to offer you

comfortable. And I really like king free

a Little more than sympathy

to do and Wear whatever I warit..Feel

[Glamour May 1994, p. 2971.

better about y o b perid..fkom the he

soi? stretchy nifnes-full length leak

very first time [Chatelaine June 1990, p.

barriers to help protect panties ail dong

791.

the sides... help keep the surface cleaner,

when I got my period on the &y we

drier

went to the lake, 1just about died ...1

[Canadian Living Mar. 1994, p. 104).

never let my penod stop me....so you

don't leave ferninine protection to

never see them or feel them.

chance.. .panty shaping for extra wverage

[Chatelaine h l . 1990, p. 561.

...better protection by choice not chance

size of a lipstick..so how is this little

[Good Housekeeping Aug. 1993, p. 261.

thing going to protect me?

my penod seemed complicated..now 1

[Chatelaine Jui. 1990, p. 561.

hardly notice . 1don? wony about

makes me more comfortable...might hurt

leakage. .1don't even feel I'm wearing it

to put one in..voung Miss Oct 1991, p.

[Chatelaine ûct. 1990, p. 281.

71-

srnailest and most discreet tarnpon..I can

evaiuate your m e n s t d flow and refer to

c

q a whole day's protection in my

our chart. ..best to use the minimum

pocket and no one knows

absorbency for your personal cornfort

[Chatelaine ûct. 1990, p. 281.

and protection needs

never really liked that bulky feeling...was

r l a r e Mar. 1991, p. 1231.

always womed that people would know

I had my period..so you never feel it or

important to know that life can go on as

easily...protection of a pad without the

usual even when 17mhaving my period

bulkiness that's so totally embiurassing

[Chatelaine Jan. 1991, p. 1191.

and uncornfortable

you've got two cute Iittle boxes that

[Young Miss Apr. 1992, p. 1051.

don? say a word

which means no one wil1 ever know

you can do whatever you like, with no

you've got your you-know-what

worries Flare Apr. 1992, p. 1501.

[Young Miss Apr. 1992, p. 1051.

dependable protection.. easy to dispose

there7sno odor-ortell tale bulges to

off

worry about...easy to insert

its not your mothers tampon

[Young Miss May 1992, p. 931.

[Cosmopolitan Apr. 1992, p. 2801.

absolutely nothhg anyone can notice,

Tarnpax had you covered ...protection

No one will ever b o w I'm having my

you need without pads or shields as

period so 1 feel fke to wear whatever 1

backup on heavy days.. .effective

want every day of the month

protection every &y of your period

[Elle July 1993, p. 361.

[Chatelaine Apr. 1993, p. 9 Health

uncornfortable feeling.. .feeI dry, fresh

Supplement]

and cleaa p l l e Juiy 1993, p. 361.

stains that sometimes resdt fkom having

unldce pads which can bunch and

your period can ruin a delicate pair of

shift...stay securely in place for

underwear [Flare, Jun 1993, p. 791.

maximum protection..sleep comfortably

don't wony...its impossible to push too

and wake up feelmg clean and fiesh

far...perfect fit and reliable protection

[People May 3, 19931.

plare Jun. 1993, p. 611.

I'd go crazy if 1 let my period interfere

full size protection in a discreet little

with rny nomal routine.. .especially

applicator...s

important when you have your period

d enough to tuck into

your hand, your pocket even your tiniest

because y0u711feel fieshest

bag [Shape May 1992, p. 671.

woung Miss Oct 1991, p. 101.

it wiU -te

my vagina, because 1will

disposal either...dl you have to do is

be jumping around and doing splits...is

flush the tampon away

this true? [Young Miss Feb. 1992, p.

[Young Miss Mar. 1992,p. 1 133.

2 11.

ovemight nothing protects better...pack

if you insert the tampon properly...can7t

that shift and bunch while I sleep ...now

feel it...and that's really important when

1 can sleep more comfortably

you're active woung Miss Feb. 1992, p.

plare July 1994, p. 591.

2 11.

sec-

been using pads...but they're so messy

lets you enjoy each &y

poung Miss Mar. 1992, p. 1 131.

[ G dHousekeeping Au.. 1993,p. 711.

since...wom h i d e your body, it is a lot

mater...and there's no embarrassing

tampons..:for protedon that

Chapter 5: Conclusion
Introduction
This research examined menstnial product advertisements nom 1914 to the present time
in two popuiar women's magazines. The goal was to discover what it meant historically,

according to these advextisements, to be rnenstmating women In particular, how they rnaaaged

and responded to their periods and what were their related wncerns. The specific purpose was
to uncover, document, and repor! on the

trends and shiAs occrirring in the data historically in

relation to the social construction of menstruation.
Menmual product advertisements proved to be an invaluable source in revealing societal
attitudes towards menstruation Modem day taboos c m be seen in menstnial proàuct

advertisements suggesting that wornen sanitize, deodorize, deny, hide and banish their periods.

The advertisements suggest how women shodd behave, not just during their menses, but at al1
times. These are powemil messages for women as they stress how king clean, carefiee and fresh
can be only be achieved by using sanitary protection How does failing to achieve this ided
affect women's self esteem and self image. How do women feel when they do not live up to the
glarnorous clean carefiee women portrayed in the advertisements?

M e r identifying 'what is the woman' portrayed in the menstnial product adverrisements,
the next step was to document how the advertisernents suggested women respond to and manage

menstniation. In addition,the names of the products were examined to determine if attitudes
and behavioa w-ere implicit in the names which were then conveyed to consumers of the prodwt-

Social Process
While Iwking at the continuum of t h e like this it is d i 5 cJ t to iden*

a basic socid

process, as that implies an answer to the question of 'what is going on here' at one particular
moment in the. This is difficdt to do over a seventy year t h e frame. Therefore, a slight
variation wouid be to answer the question as 'what happened here' or in this case, what has
happened to the dennition of menstruation, in particular, with respect to when the
advertisements reach the 1990's.
Using constant comparative adysis, the research concludeci that according to
advertisements,menstruation is a complex event requiring an extensive r n e d management kit
to guard against discovexy of meastnial status. Women are barraged with a multitude of
recommendations on what to use and when to use it to remain clean, carefiee and confident The
advertisements are always advising women to protect, make sure, deny, bide and banish their

periods. More specifically, women are told that they m u t use some fom of sanitary protection
every &y, relliforcing again the uncleanliaess açsociated with notjust being a menstniator, but
being women. They are always menshuators. Their two phases [pre- 1970'sI of having and not
having periods have merged by the 1990 into one state What it means to be menstniatuig

women in today's society is that k i n g women is equal to king menstniaton. As Berg (1996)
States Today's women are in effect confined to their menstnial huts every &y not just during
their menses" @. 8)
Severd trends and shifts emerged through constant comparative anaiysis of the data As a
consequence of the proliferation of products on the market, the social process identined in this
longitudinal study is 'expansion'. Building on the three main concepts discovered in the da@

1) menstniai management kit, 2) hygiene and 3) the t h e , the subsequent expansion of each of

these was examined. As discussed, women's menstnial management kit expandeci to such an
extent that women are told to use sanitary protection on the days that they are not mell~f~ating

as well. This is because, according to the advertisements, women need protection nom every day
feminine discbarge. Related to this is the idea that women's period of imcle&ess

had also been

extended If women need to use protection every day then this Mplies an everyday dirtiness.
The final idea 'tirne' nimmarizes the expansion of ail three. If she uses products al1 the tirne,

because she is always dirty, this can only mean the time of the month has extended to mean
every day as well. As a result, the consciousness of herself as menstruator expands as well.
Thus, she is always making sure, not just during meoses but always, due to a fear of discovery
and the potential of subsequent discreditation

Core Variable
The core variable is that women are ALWAYS MENSTRUATORS. Not because they
are menstniators, but because they rnenstniate, or have the ability to do so. This de6nes
women's Otherness and continues to segregate them. Building on the core variable of Patterson
& Hale (1985). tbat of 'making sure', 1surmise that today's women in the advertisements are

always making sure, due to them king always menstruators. Treneman (1989) believes that the

very products that supposedly 11krate us have in fact, only confineci us more. Because there are

now more products to use, there are more products to worry about. What is needed is more
awareness and education so that the covert messages conveyed fiom the adverthers can be

A lcey finding in this research was that of 'the system-' As defineci in the previous

chapter, it is an entire system of products, from one Company such as Vania or Always that
meets dl of women's supposai menstnial requirements. Containecl in a system are different
products for al1 occasions; litedays (sic), heavy flow days, in between days, tampon backup,
Ovemites, and products for everyday use.

This is quite the change fkom the 1920's where one

pad was used, wastied and reused, as it 'fit' al1 occasions. The tnith,however, is that in the pst

there were only two occasions, h a k g periods and not having penods. Women used pads only
while menstruatiag. What these systems have done is create an every &y menstnial management

system that women are told is essential for managing femaleness efficientIy, without the threat of
discovery.
Implications
What does being 'aiways menstruator' mean to women? Firstly, that they need to be

purchashg and using systems to make up their menstnial management kit Sewndly that they

are always dirty and must take care not to let their discharge, blood or everyday, touch anything,
even sheets or panties. Finally, that the time of the month has increased to one of everyday

surveillance and making sure so there is no chance of discovery and as mentioned previously,
potential discreditation.
An important consequeme of the advertisements was how women view themselves and

how they, in tum, act If women accept these male definitions and intemalize hem, the risk that
actions will soon follow is present This will only serve to perpetuate ignorance and fears about
menstruation As Landsberg (1974) reiterates "women intemalized the disgust, dutifully

isolating themselves... the myths have not al1 dieci"(p. 36). These pervasive attitudes dirplayed in

the advertisements t o m & menstruation only serve to promote negative ideas about women and

menstniatioa As well, many women in tum, accept as vaiid the messages fiom these
advertisements and come to act in ways that reflect menstruation as something dirty and
shameful. What is needed is more education and awareness of these covert messages in order for
women to be able to resid them. In facf what Berg & Coutîs (1994) presented in their article
"The Extended Curse:Being A Woman Everyday " was that "many women perceive

menstruation as a negative, shamefid and femininity-detracthgevent because they personaily
define menstruation as an uncontrollable, untaInable, nahual function" (p. 19-20).
Of great concem is that women may define themselves the way the advertisements do,
and then strive to achieve the ided portrayed in those advertisements. This, as evidenced, is an

unanainable goal (Berg and Coutts, 1993). The concem is that women do not see tbat these
negative definitions of menstruation stem from a patriarchal perspective. The women portrayed
in the advertisements are fresh and carefiee. They are active, dressed 'prettily' and are confident

and secure. The underlying message is that they are this way because they are safe from

discovery because they are using the right product fiom their system. They are FEM, (Berg and
Coutts, 1994). the image of women who do not me-te.

They are the 'girls' who, according

to the advertisements are &es4ctean, carefiee and fun at al1 times. This is the ideal women must

aspire to and more importantly, that most men want!

Future Research
It seems reasonable to suggest that research be carrieci out to take the ideas discovered in

this research m e r . Indeed, at the present t h e , other researchen are looking at the impact of
these menstnial product advertisements on 'The Emerging F e d e Identity,' in particular on
young girls entering menarche (M. Simes, 1996).

MenstruaI product advemsements are a rich source of information ih which to examine a
whole host of issues relating to women's health and for example, marketing strategies. In this
study, a dataset was complied of over 700 advertkments fiom which four categories were

fonned. The one set not examined in the particuiar study is that of MEDS (medicines etc. related
to memtmation). Examlliing this dataset, would provide a faschatkg insight into the

medicalization of menstruation.
Marketing
It will be of interest to see what new products emerge in the menr>aualproduct market as

the invention of the 'systems' seems to have captured most of women's needs (needs contnved
by the manufachuers). A new product recently introduced was Tersonals". These were

actually plastic 'panties'; to be worn as backup ovemight or even during the &y. Of interest to
the reader wiU be the fact that many of these 'new and improved' products are merely older
products that have k e n merely modified and reintroduced by the manufacturers. In this case, the
sanitary panty originated in the latter part of the cenhtry, but only recently reemerged

Media
What is the role of the media in forming attitudes about women? This is a question that

m u t be asked when undertaking such a study "The mass media impacts us on a daily basis. This
impact is al1 the more signifiant because most of it occurs without our conscious awarenessn

(Lindsey, 1997, p. 3 10). This is an age old question similar to the one that suggests
advertisements are merely reflecfing what society's values are, and not creating them. It camot

be disputed however that the media only reinforces existing stereotypes. Lindsey (1997), in
discussing the role of media, states "we form relatively ngid beliefs about what is considemi
'appropriate' behavior for both boys and girls, wornen and men'@. 3 10).
Coutis and Berg (1994), proposed that the media's constructed meanings of menstruation

and rnenstruating women would reflect and idluence women's social and politicai status. This is
seen in the workplace when menstruation is used against women Women's credibility is

diminished when jokes about k i n g on the rag' are made. As a resuit women employ elaborate
hiding and malaog sure rituals which c m have implications for wornen's mental health.
It might be argued that not di women fa11 prey to advertisers messages. However Berg

and Coutts (1994) daim that the very fact that menstnial product advertisements exist is

insulting to feminists and to women as a whole as the advertisements only tend to 'further
denigrate(s) women as persons' (p. 20). Milier (1995) also a p s with this viewpoint stating,

that it is not "the act of menstruation that rnarginaiizes women...but rather the treatments of it as

an act and a state to be hidden, which stems from deeply rooted social and ideological structures

@. 8)-

Reclaimina Menstruation
What can be seen as emerging in today's feminist culture is a new attitude about
menstruation It states we m u t reclaim menstruation fkom its patnarchal &finitions. A group
of women in Chicago are working towards this new attitude by holding workshops entitled 'The
Empress has Red Clothes: R e c o m c t i n g the Menstruation Paradigrn'. In their workshops, the
group read poems, sing sungs and tell stories associated with menstruation. They then invite

women to raise their han& to indicate if they are 'bleeding' at that moment ami these women are
then rewarded with pink stones. The purpose of their symposiums is " 'deconstnicting'
negative societal views of menstruation and using the arts to consiruct a culture of menstruation
affinnation with its own language, rituais and stories". They believe that 'komen's need to be
recomected to menstruation is vital to women's health and well being". (Powell, S.P. & Guard,
G.C., 1997). It is the emergence of attitudes and workç iike this that will be critical and

necessary in helping to change and recreate the definitions and social construction of
menstruation in our society.
What has occmed with respect to menstruation is that "once again women are the
victims of male propagaada and fadty socialkation" (Landsberg, 1974, p. 63) especialiy when it

coma to attitudes towards menstruating wornen As sîated, many feminists believe that
menstruation should be reclaimed fkom patriarchal definitions They prefer ancient tales where
menstruation was seen as powernil, magical and alrnost mystical. Reclaimuig one's menshuation

is king advocated by some feminists d

n as it is apparent that many women are beginning to

intematize these negative definitions and are viewing themselves as dirty, soileci or tainted. An

ideal place according to Culpepper (1979) is where menstruation has a "hi&

-cial

social value as a

form of coasciousness and in which there are celebrations sturounding meastniatonand

menopause" (p. 137).

This positive way of thinking about menstruation, is necessa~yto transfom how
menstruation is viewed by society. As Berg (1996) states, attesting to k i n g a menstruator is the

fim step in "definitively rejecting patriarchal inspired dennitions ofperiods and how they
disquafify women fiom k i n g like men"'@. 10).
Golub (1992), as mentioned, claims that what is needed in Society is for women to
acknowledge the sometimes dehabilitating effécts of menstruation, then perhaps, menstruation
wodd be l e s stigmatized and more accepteci She wants periods to be seen as normative, as well
as anythuig associated with having a period; the cramps, bloating, etc. In fact, Berg (1996)
advocates the possibility of altered work patterns; such as worhng at reduced capacity or not at
al1 during menses if required. This, he f d s should be possible without the risk of it being w d
to discredit womeu,by king exclusionary or discriminatingConclusions
How menstruation is viewed and portrayed in advertisements will probably never change,
therefore it is up to ferninist writers and researchea to reclaim and redefine the reality of
meIlStruation It would be an mattainable utopian ideal to beiieve that if women wrote the

advertisementsthe language wodd be different, because as we ali know wel1, patriarchy lives on
and continues to influence daily lives. It would be wondemil if menstruation was portrayed in
the advertisements as sornething not dirty albeit messy, but as essentid and primary to our roles

as women Then and ody then, would we be able to reclah, recreate and fiee women from

feeling the need to use their menstnial management lcits dailyybe considemi perpehially ûirtyy

and most irnportantly, be banished to their mental m e n s t d huts as a result of society and their
own expectations. It is this fear of discovery, and subsequent discreditation, that must be
banished from the mind set of Society. To avoid, feeling as

as Weideger (1978, p. 12 as cited

in Treneman, 1989) States "... we have constmcted menstrual huts around o u hearts and min&

and the building blocks of these huts are shame and guiit" (p. 162).
Berg (1996) summarizes the core variable of 'always memtwtor' by stating how "any

menstrual huts that exist today exist because we create them by subscription to secrecy at d l
costs"(p. 11). Although women are no longer banished to menstnial huts, they are Ml unable to

aErm the biological reality of menstruation They must be ever vigilant in denying that they
menstmate due to fears of king ostracized and discredited. Such are the mental rnenstruaî huts

which influence and affect many contemporary women

This research's aim was to document and report on the shifts and trends occlming
historicdly with the goal to define whaî it means to be a menstniating wornen as well as

documenthg the social construction of the menses over the yean. The irony evidenced here is

that the product name 'Aiways' seems to epitomire what seems to be occurring in menstnial
product advertisements; women are AIwoys Memtnrators.
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